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It's the RPM alb:1mb 1Iut Ifde_
the geDC2'IIing SJad ofhobbiBa-
SrnaIktiarI.-diBpnabIe WiI&J'Df
hohs fitmPfauter-Maag~.
400-500 SFM can mean hob RPMs
fnxn 700-1100. alii W<DcIable RPMs
from 50-500. depending m the num-
ber of teeth in the w<Xkpiece.
The American Pfauter~-Maag
Wafernl Hobbing System for high-
production gears and pinions offers
high-efficiency hobbing using:

Small-diameter shank-type
WaferT\1and Opti-Gash'" hobs

Hob Data
Diameter
L,englth
Number of

Threads
Class
Material
Coating
Cycle Data
Feed Rate
Feed Scallop

Depth
Cutting SFM
Cutting RPM
Floor to Filoor
Time (Min.)

Pieces per
Wafer™ Hob

Wafer™
2.0"
70S"

3
A
CPM REX 76
Tinite™

0.06"

0.0002"
400
765

0.25

27000
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• Higher puductivity
• ~ machineupdmearxl

efficiency

• Improved part quality
• Reduced process variation
• Reduced total piece cost
• Reduced total capital cost

Write or caD for our paper on
'High EfficiencyGear Hobbing'.
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Limited Partnership

1351 Windsor Road. P.o. Bo)( 2950. Loves Park. IL 61132-2950 USA
Telephone 815-282-3000 • FAX 815-282-3075
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Cutting
Introduces ...
Opti-Gesti" Hobs
In response to industry's demands
for higher production and accu-
racies, and as a result or the
successful introduction of our
Wafer concept for throw-away
tools. PMCT has developed the
Opti-Gash~l hob.
This hob. designed tor a specific
production application, optimizes
the hob desisn for maximum
benefits in productivity and
generated gear geometry.
Until now. most hohs have been
designed with the minimum
num~ber of gashes to produce a
required gear tooth geometry cou-
pled with the maximum number
of available resharpenings.
Today's high costs of operation
demand higher production rates

of greater accuracy
fewer. more expensive machines.
The Opti-Gash hob has been
developed to meet these demand-
ing and conflicting requirements,
Our engineers designed this hob
around a specific chip load and
created a tool having an optimum
number of aashes at a diameter
and length to suit the machine
capability and pan requirement.
The result is a hob which will
produce a high degree of form
accuracy - and a machine cutting
load generating low-spindle
torques - producing as a conse-
quence the highest possible lead
and index accuracy.
The low chip-load, high-quality
tool steel and coatings, along with

efficient cutting geometry result
in higher cutting rates and many
more pieces per sharpening than
with conventional solid or
segmental hobs,
The resulting reduction in machine
change-over time. resharpening
and recoating costs more than
compensates for the reduced
number of available sharpenings.
Accuracy'? The Opri-Gash is
available in nil accuracy classes»
better than AA DIN or'AGMA
standards ir required. For a spc-
cilic proposal on an Opti-C ..t..h
hob for your application, send
full pun and machine data 10 your
local representative or contact
the PMCf sales engineer [or
your area,

Limited Partnership

1351 WindS()f Road. P.o. Box 2950. Loves Park. IL 61132,2950 USA
Telephone 815-877-8900 • FAX 815-877-0264
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ItS ,_' ~etolookatHofler
ina erent

We've added a new
dimension in service
and support to our
advanced. 3~Dgear-
measuring machines.

If you haven't looked at us lately, here's some big news:
Hofler eNC gear-measuring machines and software now come
from the Industrial 'Measuring Technology Division
of Carl Zeiss, Inc., a world leader in coordinate
metrology lequipment.

As the gear experls at Zeiss, Hofler is
now more responsive than ever. Our full-selVice
locations across the U.S. provide whatever you
need-sales, operator tralni.llQ, maintenan.ce or
replacement paris.
An extra dimension in speed and predslon. I

All Hofler machines feature a unique three-

dimensional probe head that allows faster, more accurate
testing of prame and lead. Even the simplest Hofler model
·is more precise than any compet.il'lg machine in the industry.

Hofler products include the ZME series for cylindrical
gears, the EMZ series for universal gear measuring, and the
ZMC model for your most demanding laboratory, 3~D and
bevel-gear applications. You can also choose from three
distinct software packages that run on a networked or stand-
alone IBM AT-compatible or Hewlett-Packardl computer.
Calltoday for Uterature or a demonstration,

1-800-888-1967Ext.51
Or see your local Zeiss representative.

Carl Zeiss, Inc.

IMT Division
7008 Northland Dnve
Minneapolis. MN 55428
612' 533·0225
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IKlingelnberg mtreducesthe faslest. ...most accurate
eomptex wonn and thread 'Q:rinderavailla'ble.,.,.any-
wher,e' in the worldl The IHNC-35 stores data for up to
960 complex shapes, reducing set-up' toa fraction ot
the time required with mechanically controlled grinders.
The HNC-35 is versatile too. It performs creep-feed
grinding from the solid, ,e'liminating the, need for
Iprellminary milling of worms, thr,eads and rotors.
It's two' machines lin one ... wifil the Ihigh degree
01 aocuracy you'd expect from KJingelnberg.

KLING!ELNIBERG
G-e - ~d- teo Prog' 'rea.·!!!iiP _ _ I ,_

The, C'NCco:ntrolled HN:C·,35
Wo'rm andi 'Th'read Grinder

The, IHNC~3S.is available withl a mechanloat dresser or
an optional eNC dresser, for speclal forms andflanks,
Whether you produce, small quamities or long
production runs, the FAST set-up .•. !FAST cycling ....
HNC~3S.will improveyeur worm and thread productivity.
For addltional information and a copy of our catalog,
contact; IKHngelnberg Gear Technology Inc.
15200 IFoitz IlindustrliallParkway, Strongsville, OH 44136
Phone: (2116)572~2100 FAX: 1(.2116)572-0985



Before you buy a CNCGear
~. Inspection System~ask

these four Questions

1. Can,we get complete Inspection of
both gears and cuttlnglools?
With the M & M QC 3000 System, the answer Is
~. The syst'em will test lead and involute profile
characteristics of internal oreJdernal1 gears and splines.
It is the ,only universal g.ear tester available which provides
trus index testingl without expensive attachments. Ilnad'dit,ion,
we have furry-developed software. for check.ingl hobs, shaver
cutlers, shaper cutters, and other cylindr,ical parts such as
worms and cams.

Shaver Cutter Lead Check

2. Can you customize software to meet our quallt.y-
Inspection specifications?
AI M & M IPr,ecision.we write and develop our own inspection
soUware. Our technicalleam can and has implemented in-
spec1ion specificat,ions into specific software for individual re-
quirements. Our current library includes line/curve fitting as
well as modified IK-charl analysis routines.

lintllCurve Filling 'Modified K-Chart AnalysIs

3. OK" you can mspeet gears
,andcutting tools. What else is available' to

a,idus in q.ualily control of the manufacturing
process?

At MI & MllPrecision, we have fully lintegrated such advanced
software paCkages as Statistical Process Control and 1:OOtl11
Topography into our standard festing software. Our SPC pro-
gram can identify non-random variations and provide early
warning of variations which are approaching tolerance !limits.
Our Tool.h Topography software fealures automatic testing of
lead and involute at multiple locations and provides two- and
three-dimensional graphics.

SPC Run CharI TopologICal Map

4. Do you have the technical support team and In-
st.allation experience to,Ibackup the hardware' and
software provided?
At M & M P,recision, we have a.technical team with over 45
man-years of experience in developing eNC gear inspection
hardware and software ...All software' lorour cc 3000 System
has been d'eveloped in-house. In addition, we have workingl
installations at these Ileading companies:

• General Motors '. Cincinnati Milacron
• TRW • Chrysler
• Ford MOlor • Pratt & Whitney
• Warner Gear • Rocketdyne

For details on eur advancedQC 3000 System and available
software, contact M & M Precision Systems, 300 Progress,
Road, West Carrollton, Ohi.o 45449'. 5131859-8273.

M&M .PAECISIDN'
SYSTEMS

CIRCLE A-11 on 'READER REPLY CARD



Investment Tax Credits -
A Good Idea Whose

lime Has Come

D f ti~g is "" in the successful implementation of good :deos, then

1l0W IS the time to remstate a good Idea that fell IIUO disfavor In the mid-

W980 . Now i .the time to include Ole investment tax I

credit as part of whatever inevitable tax.structure tinkering is I

going to take place during thi election year.

tax. credit are being discussed around Washington these

days. One is the president's proposal to grant a ]5% tax

credit to eompanie for the purcha e of capital equipment.

Basically. under that program, ilr you bought capital equip-

meat worth $]00,000 in a given year. you could take

$ [5.000 off your total tax bill for that year,

Another proposal is to limit the credit to "productive

equipment" like machiaetoolsand computers. This would lim:it the total bill for

the credit and would certainly benefit the gear industry,

As in the pa t, orne have also sugg,ested the possibility of including used

machinery in the credit, This would have everal advantages includmg creating

a stronger market for trade-ills and encouraging companies to improve their

technology, Such. a credit would not appreciably hurt the sellers of new goods,

since, most of the time, the buyer of used equipment is simply priced out of the

market for new goods anyway.

A third proposal on the table is to make the investment tax credit omething

An. investment tax credit, which gives companies an incen-

tive to invest in capital equipment, has merit on a number of

counts. One of the things our economy needs isa spur to

large-scale investment that will give a payback beyond the

short term, Investment in upgrading the tooLs of production

is just such a spur.

A number of variations on the theme of the investment

P'UB,LISHER'S PAGE
-------- -

l'MARCH I "PRll lel~
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like the one recently passed for research and development. Under this plan, the

credit is incremental. It is paid out only on spending over and above an average

spent on R&D between 1984-1988. Again, the incentive to upgrade ami improve

capital equipment is clear.

Each of the plans outlined has advantages and disadvantages, No doubt. before

any changes in the tax laws come about. other new ideas win 'end up on the table

as well. A number of our European friends either already have or are in the

process of institutingjust such plans. Italy is proposing to invest 1,500 billionlire

over the next three years in its economy through such measures. The Italian

government will give back to purchasers of capital equipment 10% of the

equipment's cost in cash and allow them to write off 100% of the price on their

taxes in the first year. In the UK, manufacturers are now campaigning for a 100%

first year write-off for their

investments in capital goods. PUB,LISHER'S PAGE
In my view, any ideas on investment tax credits deserve OUI full attention and

that of our legislators. In an election year. when the temptation is to go for the

quick and easy fix in exchange for votes, we have to make our feelings clear.

The need to make our economy more viable is of paramount importance. We

as a country must invest in ourselves and in our industrial. productive

capacity, and changes in the tax code that will encourage spending on capital

improvements win help us do that.

Congress must understand the importance of manufacturing to our nation's

economic health. It's more than "important"; it's necessary that the tools we use

in this country - whether they are machine tools, airplanes, tractors, or computers

- are the best and mo t modern we can afford.It is the only way to maintain our

competitiveness and the overall economic health of the nation.

Ifour leadership in Washington is serious about "jump starting" the economy.

it hould spend the money and take the action where it will do some good: on our

industrial infrastructure ..Give businesspeople the chance to upgrade their plants,

buy the newer machinery they need to stay competitive and keep their employees

on the payroll, and generate the k.ind of serious money that really will get the

'economy moving again. These are the kinds of investments that win not only

address the short termproblem of the recession, but also are part of the response

to the long term challenge to our economic health that America faces.

Pu bl isher/Edi tor-in -Chief



A Hidden Treasure
Government Resources For Your Business

IRic'kNorment

I~
't the next meeting of: Confidence in the federal

i I y.our a.s:OCiat.ion.' :. govem~el~terod~s.witb .:each
- marketing commlt-; new public opunon poll,
. -I.ee,. notice what hap- : While an understandable re-

pens. The rate of taking note : action to the les -than-favor-
increase dramatically when: able pre s report abeut
the market analysi , and in- : events in Washington, thi is
ternational trade trends reo: also unfortunate, since it
ports begin. Even with the : tends to rna It the fact that
handouts to match the over-
head proj eel ion s of numbers,
the audience's pace i furi-
ous. This i vital. apparently

: your government is a veri-
: table treasure trove of va.lu-
: able as istance,

One reason for this phe-
bard-to-come-by informa- : uomenoa is that government

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
----- --

Fortune 500 compan ies,
: some as ociations, and many
: of our foreign competitors.
: Often Japane e businessmen

can even gain a sen e of the : agencies, and bureaus. For : pen e or assistance in find-
long range prospects for : instance. programs to assist : ing a qualified rnanufactar-
your customer markets, all : companies in their export : ers representative overseas.
from govemment informa- : efforts are found in I? differ- : It could be as istance in fi-
tion resources. There is : ent government branches. : nancing improvements to
alse a. wealth of program : The private sector has to fer- : their plants. Thereare even
to assi l. your company in : ret out thee programs and : travel fund available for
market development, re- : resource • interpreting what : potential foreign customers.
search and development, or : it finds and putting ina work. : Sorting Out The Options
manufacturing 'technology This process already has As noted, by nature the
improvements. : been highly developed by : government I.S 110t good at

tion, and no one want to: is not good at marketing, : outnumber their American
miss out Almost all of the : While the talent within vari- : counterpart. visiting the De-
infonnation come from one : ous departments can be im- : partment of Commerce.
source, yetthe data offered : pressive, government pro- What are they looking
i .only one small dip from an : gram directors lack profit : for? Information, resources,
enennoustreasureche t-the : incentive or competition: and program. that can give
U.S. government. : pres ures and, a a result, are : businesses an "extra edge"

Washington is the best : unfamiliar with how to pro- : inl.oday·s competitive mar- : packaging and marketing
ouree of information about : mote participation in what : let. It maybe information: what it has in tlte way of

your major markets and their : really may be an excellent : about market trends - either: ervices one ourcesforbusi-
economic trends. Buried in : opportunity for bu ine s, U.S. or foreign. It may be : ness. For example, the U.S.
the files of federal agencies Another problem is the .: laformation on how to be : government is a.remarkable
is the data with which you : lack of a central clearing- : listed as a preferred supplier : source of market informa-
can determine if your cus- : house. The government pro-: to a particular federal pro- : t.ion, both dome tic and in-
torners are in an expanding : gram' and information that: curement agency. Or it may : temational. While everyone
potential market, orcne suf- : call be ofvalue to bu iness : be public dcmaininfoaaa- : agrees the data i far from
fering from the On laught : are cattered throughout a va- : tion about technolcgles de- : perfect, it i till generaUy
of an import invasion. You : riety of federal departments. : veloped at government ex-

: M.anaging ,al business
: today is baird work, let

"IManagement Matt'ers"
lend a hand ..T1eU us'what
mSlnagement mauersin:-

: terest.you. Write'to usat
P.O. Box 1426,IElkIGrove,
IL 1600091

,. oreell our staH
at (708:),437,,6604.

Riek Norment
Is rile president of
Norment & Associates,
Inc .• Falls' hurek.VA. a
cOllsultillR firm specializ-
ing ill gm.emmelll
relations for trade and
competitiveness develop-
mentfor precision
components mallufactur·
ers. He is a former
Executiv« Director olrhe
Americall Gear Manufac-
turers Association.

MARCH 1 APRIL 1912 9



I QUALITY
GEARS
UP TO AGMA 15, MIL-I-45208A & MIL-SIO-45662

FROM A SINGLEGEAR TO LO .G RUN PRODUCTION, INCLUDING
PROTOTYPE & EMERGENCY REPAJRlREBUlLO SERVICE

SIZE RANGE. FROM UNDER r 10 48' DIAMETER
Reishaue!r Ground G,ears
Mo,st Type' Gears Manufacturedi
Comple'te'tol Customer' Specnicalions:
METRIC OR AMERICAN STANDARD
SPUR, INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
HELICAL, INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
WORMS. WORM GEMS
SERRATIONS •. SHAFTS
SPLINES, INTERNAL & EXTIERNAl
SPROCKETS .• ClUSTERS
SEG.eNTS • SPINDlfS
RATCHETS. GEAR Boxes

Fully implementedSP,C, ,and datal
Icommun'lcaliDns: ,capabllities, utllizingl

. . state of the art CMM's and M 81M Iprecision{r,;t .'gear checker 10._30"diameter to 1S"face. .1

'. :lai,./ane (jea,.,!Jnco
IP,O, BOX 409, PLYMOUTH, MI 48170

(3,131,459--24411'
In Mich. 1-800-482-1773· FAX (313} 459-2941
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viewed as tile best available: agencies are rnovlng to a
anywhere. The trick i., m.ak-: mallet, more elect Ii t of
iog ense out of howthe data : supplier. Contact these
is maintained. With little un- : agencies and find out how
derstandi.ngoftheday-to-day : to be designated as a quali-
operations of your business, : fied contractor. This desig-

the government keep the in- .: nation can al 0 have a ripple
formation in a format that is : effect on current and poten-
convenient for its purposes, : tial customers, both in and
not yours. Bu inesse may: out of government
have to interpret or even: -The U.S, & Foreign Com-
translate [he informal ion. but : mercial Service of the Com-
it still ha enorrnoa value in : rnerce Dept. win circulate
the process of making basi- : your catalogue to potential
ness planning decisions, : foreign customers, help you

Remember that a signifi- : find a foreign sales agent.
cant pan. of all market statis- : and. even assist in identify-
tics come from the federal : log cu tomers for you,
government. Associations: -Under one Department of
use this, arne data for um-: Commerce program. fund-
mary presentations at many : lng is available for groups
of their marketing council : of companies to open over-
meetings. Expensive pub-: easoffices (withthe .appro-
lished reports have been gen- : priate anti-trustexemptions
erated solely from the same : for their operations),
govemmentdatatowhichyou : -Other federal. agencies
have acces .but you have the : can help you with the flnanc-
advantage of selecting the in- : ing of export sales,
formation most suited to you.: -Any federal agency with

Maybe you are not a num- : a research facility may be
ber person and prefer to get: willing to ell you the re-
a "personal feel" for the mar- : sults of its re earch and de-
ket, Each of your customer: velopmem program. Re-
markets ha as igned to it an : member. there are over 2.00.
"indu try specialist." usually : government lab which for
in the Dept. of Commerce. : years have been the princi-
That person can be a valu- : pal site for some very well-
able observer for you. noting : funded basic research, With
important trends and recent .: Congress now 'eager to pro-
development .that can effect : mote industrial competitive-
your company, A monthly : ness, the e federal lab are
phone call can help you keep : eager to work with the pri-
your finger on the pul e of : "ate sector to provide cost-
your market. : effective transfer of tile e

Besides tbe Numbers, : new technologies.
What Else? -The shortage of skilled

The options are too many : labor has finally come to tile
to Ii t here, but here are a : attention of the federal es-
few examples: : tablishment, Many agencies,

-Following the example : but particularly the Depart-
of the private sector, the: ment of Labor. have pro-
govern ment procurerncnt : grarnstoaddre the training



needs of your employees. solvers or program directors ..
Whileit i more difficult. for In lead, their role i. simply
I1n individual companytoget to direct you to the people
thi upport, local groups of : that are.

MANAGEMENT MATTERS

companies (through their ex-
isting association or one
created for this purpose) can
obtal IIsLlb tantial funding for
these activities.

Flnding Your
Way Ar()und

The basic problem for
American busines people is
understanding where to start.
For someone unfamiliar with

the way federal agencie:
funct ion. this can be a for-

The Commerce Depart-
ment i nOI the only agency
with which you. hould be talk-
ing. Bu ine s programs are
notall neatly hou ed in what
might. eern the single.logical
agency. For example. if your
principal markets relate to
farmi ng ami the food indus try,

the Department of Agric ulture
is another contact you should
make. Likewi e,if you sell
component that end up in

midable ta k: the organiza- weapon sy tern. talk to the
lion chart for a cabinet-level Defen e Department,
departmentcan be intimidat- Once you have a name,
ing. For example, a listing of : title.and phone number, it can
theadministraeions.agencies, : be as easy as a phone call
bureau , and offices jut : Most of these contacts are ea-
within the Department of : ger to help you. The problem
Commerce runs for 35
pages! Knowing some key
words can often help break
throughthernaze ..Word like
"liaison" and "small busi-
ness," that appear in the name
of the office in each depart-

is not gettinga response from
them; il is sortingthrough (he
option to di cover what will
work for you. Obviously, you
know your busine s better
than the government connec-
tion does, so with a mind open

ment win serve as the tour : to new ideas. you may find a
guide or traffic cop for the lotthat will surpri e you in the
outsider ..At Commerce.jt' : way of helpful resource .,
the Office of Busines Liai-: The key to tapping the re-
on; at the White House, it's:

the Office ofPublic Liaison.
The key phrase "small

business" can mislead peo-
ple, since .it is defined by the
federal government as any
company w.ith up to 500 em-
ployees (and for many in-

sources of the federal gov-
ernment is ill the willing-
ness of the private sector to
go afterthe ere ources. Gov-
ernment is not structured to
come knocking on your door
to make all offer. but it is
ready to help you . .A couple

dustries, higl1ernumbers than of phone call. or a visit to
that). If you find a pairing of : your local federal offices
the terms, such as "small : may offer you some urpr:is-
busine lieisonoffice," ircan : ing hidden trea ures, I.
be otpartieular help, In each To address questions to Mr.
case, the people in these of- Norment; circle Reader Ser-
fices are not the problem vice No. 80.

•In one
GEA.R DESIIGN
SOFTWARIE

How does it work?
FIRST

You define for each
parameter, such as ratie,
center distance. pressure
angie ..etc .. a convenient

set of values that you are
really able to use,

SECOND
YOLI define your perfor-
mance needs regarding

Pitting Life, Bending life.
Scoring Probability.

Reliability Level and
Operating Conditions.

THIRD
You wail a few econds
until di eng find out Ihe
best elution within your

particular possibilities.

"Ocn10 Disk Available"
Calzada del Retablo 150. Queretaro Qro .. 76150 Mexico

PhonelOl152) 419-717-49. (01152) 42-16-3808 Fax ex!. 199

CIRCLE .0.-8 on READER IRE,PLV CARD

GEAR TECHNIOLIOGY
IS LOOKING

F"OR A FEW GOOD
AUTHORS

If you can write dear, straightfor-
ward technical prose and have an idea

for an article you think would be
suitable for our pages, please let us
know, Can or write for a set of our

"Writers Guidelines" today.

Writers Guidelines
P. 0." Box 1426

Elk Greve ViU.ag,e,IL ,60009
Ph: (708) 43,7-6604
Fax: (7108.)437~6618
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s:peaks lo!ude:r
thanl word!s.

Check our L~n,eof Action*

'Une of Action testing insures that each cutting edge of the hob is in proper position relative to
lead, flank form and rotational accuracy of the hob.

Meeting; A or AA quality requkements lis 'easier
said than done'. That's why each FHUS.A hob is
'guaranteed - every tooth is in proper position
regenerate the desired gear profile,

Wihengear qual!ity is critically important,
Line of Action can assure success ..

Iinsist on FHUSA hobs that are inspected and
verified to meet your requirements ..ALL
FHUSA hobs are ... and can.

Once you've checked our Line of Action
you've taken the first step ....and best step
towards a better bottom line ... too!

GMI PO Box 31038
Independenoe, OH 44131'

Phone (216)642.-0230
FAX (216) 64.2-0231

1992 Olympics - Barce'lona,Spain,
See them ... and! vi.iit the FIHUS.A.factory.

CIRCLE A-90n READER REP,t.V CAl'ID'



IUlniversa'l
Tight Mesh Gear Ch:eck,er

• Adjusta'b'le for gears 1" to 8" P.D.

• Computer analysis and digital Merling

• Numeric and strip chart outputs
., Quick changeover

• Checks:

• functionalll tooth thickness

• total composite action

• pitch diameter runout
• sectlonat composite runout

• pitch diameter

• over pin diameter

• sectional runout

"The Measurab.le Di.fference"
[M20RE]

. ®
MOORE PRODUCTS CO., Spring; House, PA 19477

Phone: (215) 646·7400 FAX: (215) 653-0347

CIRCLE .A·10on READER iREPLY CARll

E,volution.

3500 BC - Man invents the wheel and says "it is good"
2500 BC - Man invents the spline and says "it is good"
2499 BC- Man invents the spline gage and says "it' II do the trick"
Man has been using the same spline gage ever since. That is, until
FRENCO redesigned the gage for modern man. The Frenco indicating
spline gage produces varlabledata on exact Pitch Diameter while
simultaneously checkiJilg "GO" condition. This SPG compatable gage
also Quickly checks taper, ovality and other t,ime consuming inspections.
Available tor internal, external, straight or involute spline configurations.

Let us show you a system for today and beyond. Call or write:

I 9u e hr·-.ng- W227 N6193 Sussex Road
, - -' PD. Box 1.25' Sussex, WI 53089

AUT 0 MAT ION INC (414)246-4994' FAX(414)246-8623
----

CIRCLE A-22. on READER IREPLY CARD,
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Gear Finishing by
Shaving, Rolling &

Honing - Part I
John P. Dugas

Nationa:1 Broach & Ma!chine Co.
Mt CI,emens, IMI

There are several methods available for irn-
proving the quality of spur and helical gears
following tile standard roughing operations of
hobbing or shaping. Rotary gear shaving and
eoll-finishing are done in the green or soft state
prior to heat treating. These processes have the
ability to modify the gear geometry to cornpen-
sate for the distortionsthat occur during heat
treatment. Gear honing is a particularly effec-
tive method of removing nicks and burrs from
the active profiles of the teeth after heat treat-
ment. Combined with its ability to improve
surface finish and make minor form correc-
tions. the boning process is rapidly being ac·
cepted as an operation through which many
gears are processed following heat treatment.

INVOLUTE PROFILE CHECKS

,001"

AS HOBBED AS SHAVED

LEAD CHECKS

AS HOBBED AS SHAVED

Fig. 1 • Improvement in pl'ofil'eand lead, S.7 NPD .20°, NPA, 3'.8S", P.D.,
crov ned shaved with stock removal of 0.011" over pins.

14 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

The Rotary Gear Sbaving Process
Gear shaving is a free-cutting gear finishing

operation that removes small amounts of metal
from the working surfaces of gear teeth .. It
purpose is to correct errors in index, helix angle,
tooth profile, and eccentricity (Fig. 1). The pro-
cess also Improvesmoth surface finish and
eliminates, by crowned tooth forms, the danger
oftooth end load concentrations in service, Shav-
ing provides for profile modifications that re-
duce gear noise and increase a gear's load-
carrying capacity, its factor of safety, and its
service life. Gear finishing (shaving) is not to be
confused with gear cutting (roughing), They are
essentially different Any machine designed pri-
marily for one cannot be expected to do both
with equal effectiveness or with ,equal economy.

Gear shaving is the logical remedy for the
inaccuracies inherent in gear cutting. Uis equally
effective as a control for those trouble ome
dislortion caused by heat treatment

The form of the shaving cutter can be reground
to make profile allowance for different heat-
treatment movements due to varying heats of
steel, The shaving machine can be reset to make
allowance for lead change in heat treatment.

Rotary gear shaving is a production process
that utilizes a high-speed steel, hardened and
ground, ultraprecision shaving cutter. The cut-
teris made in the form of a helical gear. It has
gashes in the flanks of the teeth that act as the
cutting edges.

The cutter is meshed with the work gear in
crossedaxe relation hip (Fig. 2) and rotated in
both directions during the work cycle while the
center distance is reduced incrementally. Simul-
taneously, tile work is traversed back. and forth



across the width of the cutter. The traverse path
can be either parallel or diagonal to the work
gear axis, depending on the type of work gear.
the production rate, and finish requirements.
The gear shaving process can be performed at
high production rate . It removes material in the
form of fine hair-like chips.

Machines are available to shave external spur
and helical gears up to Sm (200") in diameter.
Other machines are also available for shaving
internal spur or helical. gears. For be t results
with shaving. the hardness of the gear teeth
should not exceed 30 Rockwell C cale. U stock
removal is kept to recommended limits and the

gears are properly qualified, the shaving process
will finish gear teeth in the 3.6- to 2.S-m (7-to
lO-pitch) range to the following accuracies: in-
volute profile, 0.005 mm (0.0002 in); tooth-to-
tooth spacing, 0.0075 nun (0.0003 in); lead or
parallelism. 0.005 mm (0.0002 in.)

In any event, it should be remembered that
gear shaving can remove from 65% to 80% of the
errors in the bobbed or shaped gear. It will make
a good gear better ..The quality of the sha ved gear
is dependent to a large degree on having good
hobbed or shaped gear teeth.

Excellent surface finish is achieved with gear
shaving. A value of approximately 2511. in is the
normal finish achieved with production gear
shaving, although much finer finishes are pos-
sible by slowing theproee s. In some cases,
shaving cutters will finish up to 80,000 gears
before they need harpening, They many gener-
ally be sharpened from four to ten times,

The shaving process offer attractive advan-
tages in theabihty to modify the tooth form, If a
crowned tooth form or a tapered tooth form are
desired to avoid end bearing conditions, these
can be 'easily provided by shaving.

If modifications are desired in the involute
profile, these can be made by unable modifica-
tio ns in the grou ed cutter tooth form. U a crowned
tooth form or a tapered tooth form are desired to
avoid end bearing conditions, these can be easily
provided by shaving.

Modification in the involute profile can be
made by suitable modifications in the ground
cutter tooth form. If heat-treatment distortions
can be controlled toa minimum, t.he rno t inex-
pensive way to produce an accurate, quiet, high-
performance gear is to specify hobbing followed
by gear shaving .. Tille shaving process has a

Fig ..1 - Crossed axes me "bing of shaving
cutter andwork gear..

Fig ..3 - Assortment of rotary gear shaving cutters ..

variety of standardized production equipment
available, ranging from hand loading to fully
automatic loading and unloading,

Basic Prlnelples
The rotary gear shaving process is based on

fundamental principles. This process uses a
gashed rotary cutter in the form of a helical gear
having a helix angle different from that of the
gear to be shaved (Fig. 3). The axes of cutter and
gear are crossed at a predetermined angle dur-
ingthe shaving operation. When cutter and work
gear are rotated in close mesh. the edge of each
cutter gash. as it moves over the urface of a
work gear tooth, shaves a fine, hair-like chip.
The finer the cut, the less pressure is required
between tool and work, eliminating the len-
dency to cold work the surface metal of the

,John P. Dugas
is the Sales Manager (II

National Broach & Ma-
chine Co .. Mr. Clemens.
Ml. He is the author of
numerous articles OJI

gearing subjects.
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Fig..4 - 12" Rotary gear shaving machine ..

work gear teeth.
This process is performed in a shaving ma-

chine (Fig. 4), which has a motor-driven cutter
head and a reciprocating work table. The cutter
head is adjustable to obtain the desired crossed
axes relationship with the work. The work car-
ried between live centers is driven by the cutter.
During the shaving cycle, the work is recipro-
cated parallel to its axis across the face of the
cutter and up-fed an increment into the cutter
with each stroke of the table. This shavingcycle
(conventional) is one of several methods.

The Crossed Axis Principle - To visual:ize the
crossed axis principle, consider two parallel cyl-
inders of the same length and diameter (Fig. 5).
When brought together under pressure, their
common contact surface is a rectangle having a
length of a cylinder and width that varies with
contact pressure and cylinder diameter.

When one of these cylinders is swung around
so that the angle between its axis and that of the

PARALLEL DIAMETER CONTACT

~a
I

CROSSED-AXES CONTACT

RIGHT ANGLE CONTACT

Fig. 5 - Contact between cylinders changes as crossed axes are varied.

16 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

other cylinder is increased up to 90°, their com-
mon plane remains a parallelogram, but its area
decreases as the axial angle increases. The same
conditions prevail when, instead of the two plain
cylinders, a shaving cutter and a work gear are
meshed together. When the angle between their
axes is from 10 to 15°, tooth surface contact is
reduced and pressure required for cutting is
small. As the work gear is moved away axially
from the point of intersection backlash devel-
ops. Conversely. as it is returned to the point of
axial intersection, backlash decreases until the
two members engage in tight mesh with the
teeth ofthe cutter wedging between those of
the work gear. Thus, each succeeding cutting
edge sinks deeper into the work gear tooth
until the point of axial intersection is reached.

For shaving, the cutter and work gear axes are
crossed at an angle usually in the range of lO~o
15° or approximately equal to the difference in
their helix angles ..

Crossing of the axes produces reasonably uni-

form diagonal sliding action from the tips of the
teeth to the roots. This not only compensates for
the nonuniform involute action typical of gears
in mesh on parallel axes, but also provides the
necessary shearing action for stock removal.

Relationship Between Cutting and Guiding
Action - Increasing the angle between cutter and
work axes increases cutting action, but, as this
reduces the width of the contact zone, guiding
action is sacrificed. Conversely, guiding action
can be increased by reducing the angle of crossed
axes, but at the expense of cutting action.

Preparation Prior to Shaving - The first con-
sideration in manufacturing a gear is to select the
locating surfaces and use them throughout the
process sequence. Close relationship between
the locating surface and the face of the gear itself
must be held, Otherwise, when the teeth are cut
and finished with tooling that necessarily con-
tacts the gear faces, the teeth win be in an
improper relationship with the locating or re-
lated surface on which the gear operates. Gears
that locate on round diameters or spline teeth
must fit the work arbors closely, or these critical
hole-to-face relationships will be destroyed.

Typical manufacturing tolerances for gear
blanks prior to cutting of the teeth are shown in
Table 1.

Once the gear blank has been manufactured,
it is necessary to cut the gear teeth. The most



common method today for rough-culling gear
teeth axe hobblng Bindshapercutting. Of primary
concern 10 the shaving cutter manufacturer i
the fillet produced by the roughing operation.
The lip . of the shaving cutter teeth must not
contact the gear root fillet during the shaving
operation. If such contact does occur. excessive
wear of the cutter res 1.1 Its, and. the accuracy of the
involute profile i affected.

The shaving cutter just fini hes the gear tooth
below its active profile. Thu • the height of the

fill lei should not exceed the lowest point of
contact between the having cutter teeth and the
teeth on the work gear.

Protuberance-type hobs and simper cutters
are often used priorto having to produce a slight is the direction of reciprocation (traverse) ofthe
undercut or relief ncar the base of the gear tooth. work through and under the tool.
Thi method a ures a smooth blending of the Axial or Conventional - Axial shaving is
shaved tooth profile and the un haved tooth widely \I ed in low- and medium-producnon
fillet, as well as reduce sn3ving cutter tooth tip operation (Fig. 7). It is the mosteconomical
wear (Fig. 6). The amount nf undercut produced method for shaving wide-face-width gears. In
by the protuberance-type tool hould be made thi method, the traver se path i along theaxis of
for the thin end of [he tooth. The position of the the work gear. The number of stroke may vary
undercut should be uch that its upper margin due to the amount of stock to be removed. The
meets the involute profile at a point below its length of traver, e is determined by the face
contact diameter. width of the work. For best results, thelength of

Shaving Stock - The amount of stock removed traverse should be approximately 1.6 mm ([/
during the shaving process isakey to its succe s- 16") greater than the face width of the work.
ful applicstion. Sufficient toek hould be re-

Table I.• TypicollGeor Blank Tol'ell'ilnces

Blank 'F"". Hole Hole Hole 0,0. 0,0.
Dia. RUOOOl Size Taper Roundness In.- Runout
ID_ In, In. lo.lln. In.- Max Max lo.

Up 10 .1. 0.0003- 0.0003· 0.0002- 0.0002- 0.003 0.003
l-in. Thiel, O,I)OO1i 0.0006 0.000] 0.0003

1104. up
10 I-In Q,(I(){)4. 0.0005- 0.0002- 0.0003 - 0.005 0.005
11rick 0,0008 0.00 I 0.0003 0.0005

4 108 0.0006· 0.1)00&· 0,0002- 0.0004- 0.005 0.007
OJI0I2 (1.0012 0.0003 0.0006

811012 (1.001- 0.001- 0.0002- 0.0005- 0.005 0.008
o.(m 0.00 15 0.0003 0.0007

moved [0 penni! correction of errors in the
pre haved teeth. However, if too much stock is
removed ..cutter life and part accuracy are effec-
tively reduced.

Table 2 shews the recommended amounts of

stock to be removed during shaving and the
cortesponding amount of undercut required.

Shaving Metilods - There are four basic meth-
ods for rotary having of eternal pur andheli-
cal gear: (W)axial or conventional. (2) diagonal.
(3) tangential or underpass and (4) plunge, The
principal diUerence among the various method

r: PRE.S. HAVED
I r-SHAVEO

POINT OF INTERSECTION
OF PRE·SH ..WED PROFILE
WITH PROTUBERANCE UNDERCUT

-- FORM DIAMETER

, .ooo~ GREATER THAN SHAVING STOCK
- /' .001 (DEPENDING ON DlA. PITCH)

POINT OF MAXIMUM UNDERCUT
(MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF
ROOT FILLET) TYPICAL PROTUBERANCE TYPE

ROOT FILLET BASIC HOB TOOTH FORM
AS GENERATED BV PRE·SHAVING TOOL

Fig..·6- ndereut produced by pr,otuberance hob and basic bob to.oth form.
TabJe n -Recommeaded Shaving Stock and' ndercnt For Pre-shaved
Gcaxs

Dia:~l:1~'lcb
Shuvi~ Stock TollI.ll'U ndercut

(In. per Si e of TOOLh) lin. per Side of Tooth)

2104 0.0015 to 0.0020 R0025 10 0 0030

5106 0.0012 [00.0018 0.0023 10 0.0028

710110 0.0010 to 0.0015 0.001:5 100.11020

lito .14 0 ..0008 ro 0.00 13 0.0012 tu 0.001.7

161018 0.0005 to 0.00 I0

20104H 0.0003 10 0.0008

521072 0,0001 100.0003

FULL STROKE

CROSSED
AXES ANGLE I

I~
~I!t"""=--t-

~ : GEAR
I TAAVEIRSE
: PATH

"--+--',..- -- ....
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SHAVING CUnE

WORK GEIl,

Fig. 8,• Rocking table action (or crowning during convendonal shaving.

TRAVERSE
ANGLE GEAR

CUTTER

Fig. 9 • Diagonal shaving ..

GEAR
TRAVERSEPATH

FULL
STROKE
ANGLE

CROSSED
AXES ANGLE

GEAR

CUTTER

TRAVERSE

Fig. 10 • Tangential shaving (underpass),

CUTTER

GEAR

CROSSED
AXES

!Fig.n-Plunge shaviling.

work face. In axial shaving. in order to induce
lead crown, it is necessary to rock the machine
table by use of the built-in crowning mechanism
(Fig. 8).

Diagonal - In diagonal shaving, the traverse
path is at an angle to the gear axis (Fig. 9).
Diagonal shaving is used primarily in medium-
and high-production operations.

18 GSAR TECHNOLOGY

By use of this method, shaving times are
reduced by a, much as 50%. In diagonal shaving,
the urn of the traverse angle and the crosses axes
angle is limited to approximately 55°, unless
differential-type serrations are used; otherwise,
the serrations will track. The relative face widths
ofthe gear and the shaving cutter have an impor-
tantrelanonshipwith the diagonal traverse angle.
A wide-face-width work gear and a narrow shav-
ing cutter restrict the diagonal traverse to a small
angle. Increasing the cutter face width permits
an increase in the diagonal angle. Crowning the
gear teeth can be accomplished by rocking the
machine table, provided the sum of the traverse
angle and crossed axes angle does 110t exceed
5SO. When using high diagonal angles, it is
preferable to grind a reverse crown (hollow) in
the lead of the shaving tool.

In most cases, the diagonal traverse angle will
vary from 30 to 60° to obtain optimum condi-
tions of cutting speed and work gear quality.

With diagonal traverse shaving, the center-
line of crossed axes is not restricted to a.single
position on the cutter asin conventional shaving,
but is migrated across the cutter face, evening
out the wear. Consequently, cutter life is ex-
tended. Although conventional shaving requires
a number of table strokes,each with its incre-
ment of upfeed, diagonal shaving of finer-pitch
gear may be done in just two strokes with no
upfeed and a fixed center distance between cut-
ter and work. Au automatic upfeed mechanism
on the shaving machine rnaterially enlarges the
scope of diagonal. shaving by making it available
for multistroke operations. This device feeds the
work into the cutter in a series of small incre-
ments, synchronized with table reciprocation.
Removing tock from the workgear in a series of
small increment. instead of two large incre-
ments. further increases cutter life. It also makes
the process feasible for gears requiring more
stock removal than can be handled ana two-
stroke cycle. When upfeed is completely auto-
matico there can be no danger of an error in
selecting feed rate .,Inasmuch as the cycle starts
and stops in a position of maximum backlash,
loading and unloading can be very fast.

Tan~ential or Underpass - In the tangential.
(underpass) method of shaving (Fig ..10), the
traverse path of the work is perpendicular to its
axis .. Tangential shaving is used primarily i.11
high-production operations and is ideally suited



for shaving gears with restricting shoulders.
When using this method. the serrations on the
cutter must be or the differential type. Also. the
face width of the cutter must be larger than that
of the work gear.

Plunge - Plunge shaving is used in high pro-
duction operarlons (Fig. 11). In this method, the
work gear j fed into the shaving cutter with no
table reciprocation. The shaving cutter mu I

have the differential-type erration or cutting
action will be impaired. To obtain a crowned
lead on the work. it is nece sary to grind into the
having cutter lead a reverse crown or hollow. In

all cases of plunge shaving, tile face width of the
shaving tool must be greater than that of the
work gear. The primary advantage of plunge
shaving is a very short cycle time.

Shaving Internal' Gears -Internal gears can
be shaved on special machines in which the
work drives the cutter (Fig. 12), or by internal
cutter head attachments on external shaving
machines (Fig. 13).

Because of tile crossed axes relation hip be-
tween the cutter and the workgear in internal
having, the cutter require a slight amount of

crown in the teeth to avoid interference with the
work gear teeth. Crowning ofthe teeth on gears
over 19 mm (3/4") wideis best achieved by a
rocking action of the work head similar to the
rocking table action with external gear shaving.

When internalgear are.19 mm (3/4") wide
and under, or should Interference limit the work
reciprocation and crossed axes angle, plunge
shaviag can be applied. The cutter is provided
with differential errations and plunge-fed up-
ward into the work. If lead crown is desired on
the work gear, a reverse crowned cutter is used
with the plunge feed shaving process.

The Shaving Cutter
Rotary having cutter are high-precision.

hardened and ground, high-speed steel generat-
ing tools held to Class A and AA tolerances in
all principle elements (Fig. 14). The gashe in
the having cutter extend 'the fun length of the
tooth, terminating in a clearance space at the
bottom. The e clearance spaces provide unre-
stricted channel for a constant flow of coolant
to promptly di pose of chips. They also permit
uniform depth of serration penetration and in-
crease cutter life.

The shaving cutter i rotated at high speeds
up to 122m (400 and more surface ft.) per minute.

Fig. 1.3- Ex~.ernal shaver wHit internal. cutter headattachment,

Feed is fine and the tool contact zone is re-
stricted. Cutter life depends on . everal factor :
operating peed. feed ..material and hardne s of
the work gear, its required tolerances, type of
coolant, and the size ratio of culler to work gear.

Design - Rotary gear shaving cutters are de-
signed much like other helical involute gears.
The serrations on the tooth profiles, in conjunc-
tion with the crossing of the axes of the cutter and
the work gear, make it a cutting tool. In design-
ing rotary gear shaving cutters, the following are
some of the points that must be considered:

I. Normal diametral pitch and normal pres-
sure angle must be the same as those of the gears
to be shaved.

2. Helix angle is chosen to give a desired
crossed axis angle between the cutter and work.
The crossed axis angle is the difference between
the helix angles of the shaving cutter and work
gear. The desired range is from 5 to 1.5°.
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Fig. M·· Vari.ety ofshaviag cutters.

3. The number of teeth is chosen to give the
appropriate pitch diameter required, consider-
inghelix angle and diarnetral pitch. Hunting
tooth conditions and machine capacity are also
important factors.

4. Tooth thickness of the cutter is selected to
provide for optimum operating conditions
throughout the life of the tool.

5. The addendum is always calculated so the
shaving cutter will finish the gear profile slightly
below the lowest point of contact with the mat-
ing gear. Tooth thickne. and addendum of the
cutter are not necessarily given to the theoretical
pitch diameter.

6. Cuner . errations are lands and gashes in the
involute profile of the tool. They extend from the
top to the bottom of the tooth clearing into a relief
hole at its base. The width or size is determined by
the work gear to be shaved. Differential serrations
with a control lead are produced on shaving
cutters used for plunge shaving and diagonal with
the traverse angle over 55°.

7. The involute profile of the shaving cutter
tooth is not always a true involute. Very often, it
must be modified to produce the desired involute
form or modifications in the profile of the gears
being shaved.

Sharpening Shaving Cutlers - The shaving
cutter, like other tools, dulls with use. In sharp-
ening, minimum stock is removed on the tooth
faces. With normal dullness, the resharpening
operations usually reduce the tooth thickness

,20 C! EAR TEe H N a LOG Y

approximately 0.74 mm (0.005"). An exces-
sively dull or damaged tool must be ground until
all traces of dullness or damage are removed.

The number of sharpenings varies with pitch
and available depth of serrations. Usually a cut-
ter can be sharpened until the depth of serrations
has been reduced to approximately 0.115 to 0.30
111m (0.006 to 0.012").

Sbaving Machines
Rotary gear shaving machines are manufac-

tured in various configurations to meet the needs
of the gear producing industry. Gears smaller than
25mm (I. ") and as large as 5.1. m (200") require
different approaches. Rotary gear shaving uti-
lizes a shaving machine that has a motor-driven
cutter ami a reciprocating work table ..The cutter
head is adju table to obtain the desired crossed
axis relationship with the work. The work carried
between centers is driven by the cutter. Ma-
chines are available ranging from mechanical. to
one CNC axis to full five CNC axes.

During the shaving cycle, the work is recipro-
cated and fed incrementally into the cutter with
each stroke of the table. The number of infeeds
and strokes depends on the shaving method and
amount of shaving stock to be removed.

The Machine Setup - Mounting the Work:
Gear ..The work gear should be shaved from the
same locating points or surfaces used in the
preshave operation. It. should also be checked
from these same surfaces ..Locating faces must
be clean, parallel, and square with the gear bore.
'Gears with splined bores may be located from
the major diameter, pitch diameter, or minor
diameter. When shaving from centers, the true
center angle should be qualified and the surfaces
should be free of nicks, scale, and burrs. Locat-
ing points of work arbors and fixtures should 'be
held within a tolerance of 0.005 mm (0.0002").
The arbor should fit the gear hole snugly. Head
and tailstock centers should run within 0.005
mm (O.OOO2") for dependable results. Gears
should be shaved from their own centers when-
ever possible. If this is not possible, rigid, hard-
ened, and ground arbors having large afety
centers should be used (Fig. 15). Integral tool-
ing is another popular method of holding the
workpiece, especially in highproduction, This
consists of hardened and ground plugs, instead
of centers, mounted on the head and tailstock
(Fig. 16). These plugs are easily detached and
replaced when nece sary. They locate in the



bore and against the face of'the gear. It is there-
fore essential that the gear faces be square and
bore tolerances held to assure a good slip fit on
the plugs ..

Mounting the Cutter. Great care is required in
handling the shaving cutter to avoid any acci-
dental contacts 'between its teeth and other hard
objects. The slightest bump may nick a tooth.
Until the cutter is placed on its spindle it should
lie flat and away from other objects. The cutter
spindle and spacers should be thoroughly cleaned
and the spindle checked before the cutter is
mounted. The spindle should run within a 0.005
mm (0.0002") on the 0.0. and 0.0025 mm
(0.0001 ") on the flange full indicator reading.

After mounting, the cutter face should be
indicated to check mounting accuracy. Face
runout should not exceed 0.02 mm (0.0008") for
a 30.5-em (I 20") cutter; 0.0] 5 mm (0.0006") for
a 23-cm (9") cutter; or 0.10I mm (0.0004") for a
I8-cm (7") cutter.

Feeds and Speeds. Shaving cutter spindle
speeds will vary with the gear material hardness,
finish. and size of part. Normally, when using a
I8-em (7") cutter on a 2.5-m (lO-pitch) gear
having a 7.6-cm (3") pitch diameter, spindle
speed will be approximately 200 r/min; or, where
using a 23-cm (9")cuUer, 1.60r/rnin. This speed
figured on the pitch circle is approximately 122
surface ill (400 surface ft) per minute and this
generally produces good results.

The following are formulae for determining
cutter and gear speeds (r/min):
Cutter r/min ;;;;:desired surface speed per min

cutter diameter x 1t

Gear rlmin;;;;:
cutter r{min x number of teeth in cutter

number of teeth in gear

For conventional shaving. about 0.25 mm
(0.010") per revolution of the gear is considered
a good starting point and becomes a factor in the
foUowing formula:

Table feed rate [mmlm:in (in.lrnin)] :::::
0.25 (0.010) x 'Gear r/rnin

For diagonal shaving ,an "effecti ve feed rate" of
appro imately LOmrn (0..0.40.") per revolution of
gear is considered a good starting point. Effec-
tive feed rate is the rate of the speed at which the
point ofcrossed axes migrates across tbe face of
the gear and having cutter ..The following is the

BASIC PLUG·CLJP

FLANGED PLLJG-CLJP

Fig. IS- Ty-pical. hardened and ground work-holding arbors.
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Fig. 1·6- Integral work-holding arbors.

formula for determining the table traverse rate
(in.lmin) 10produce a] .O-mm (0.040") effective
feed rare:

Table traverse rate [mmlmin (in.zminj]«
1.0 mmc(0.040") x Gear r/min.

R f

Rf = sine traverse angle
tangent crossed axes angle

cosine traverse angle

+

These suggested feed rates may be varied
depending on indi vidual operating conditions. If
higher production is desired, the table feed rate
can be increased, but this may result in some
sacrifice of the quality of tooth finish. Where
surface finish is very important.as w:ith aviation
and marine gears, table feeds are reduced below
the amounts indicated. In some ca es (notably.
large tractor applications), feeds considerably in
excess of those indicated are used. I.
From Dudley's Gear Handbook. Znd ed. Dennis
P. Townsend. ed., ©1991 by McGraw-Hill. Re-
printed by permission of McGraw-Hill Publish-
ing Co.

This is the conclusion of Part 1. Part llof this
article, which will run in our next issue, will
cover gear roll-finishing and rotary gear honing
of both shaved and ground gears.
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Applying Process
Control to Gear
- ~ f ·- ,-. - - , -I' 'I '. , ' "Manufacturing

Roben L. Sebetic
Roc1kwelllntern.a,ti,ona,l. Nlewark. OH

Introduction:
A common goal of gear manufacturers is to

produce gearing that is competitively priced, that
meets all quality requirements with the minimum
amount of costin a timely manner, and that
satisfies customers' expectations.

hi order to optimize this goal, the gear manu-
facturer must thoroughly understand each manu-
facturing process specified. the performance ca-
pability of that process, and the effect of that
particular process as it relates to the quality ofthe
manufacturedgear. If I,he wrong series of pro-

cesses has been selected or a specific selected
processis not capable of producing a qual ity part,
manufacturing costs are greatly increased,

The manufacturing of a desired quality level
of gearing is a function of many factors includ-
ing, but certainly not limited to, the gear design,
the manufacturing processes, the machine capa-
bility, the gear material, Ilie machine operator,
and the quality control methods employed, In
this article we will make ome basic assumptions
about the gear design, engineering specifica-
tions, and the quality control methods employed,
and concentrate mainly on the manufacturing
processes, their control, and how they affect the
gear quality produced.

Assumptions
In order to concentrate primarily on the gear

manufacturing processes selected, their control,
and how they affect gear quality, we have made
several basic assumptions:

I. The gear designs are good, tooth contact
analysis programs have been run, and motion
curves and displacement values are within de-
sired limits. Product testing and evaluation have
been completed and found acceptable.

TECHNOLOGY

2. Engineering standards for accuracy and
tooth contacrlocation have been established
according to design and testing requirements.

3, Acceptable quality control. inspeetion
methods are in place and GR&R studies (Gage
Repeatability and Reproducibility) have been
made, and the measured gage error has been
deemed acceptable for all inspection measuring
equipment and gages.

What Determines Gear
Manufacturing Quality?

The quality level of a gear or gear set is
determined during its manufacture by the spe-
cific sequence of production operations followed
and the capability of each process ..The process
sequence selected for the manufacture of a
specifi.c gear is determined by the final gear
accuracies specified for that part.

Two typical automotive/truck. axle gear pro-
cess flow diagrams are shown in this article. The
target quality level of this type of gearing is
generally set at AGMA 8. Example I (pg, 26)
shows a general flow diagram of bevel gearing.
Example 2 (pg. 27) is a general flow diagram of
spur and helical gearing.

Note that it is possible, by the addition of a
hard profile finishing operation after the heat
treating operations, to increase the gear quality
to AGMA 11 01' 12. Along with thi added
operation, it may be necessary to tighten up
some of the current manufacturing tolerances
and to specify different workholding equip-
ment This would be primarily for bearing and
bore diameters and could very easily affect [he
process capability of several different manu-
facturing operations.



What is Process Control?
Many gear manufacturers use process con-

trol techniques as a means of attaining the gear
quality specified. AGMA defines process con-
trol as a method by which gear accuracy is
achieved and maintained through control of
manufacturing equipment, methods, and pro-
cesses. without resorting to the inspection of
individualelements of every gear produced.

Process control. technique analyze the manu-
facturing processes and quality control plans
(METHODS), the gear steels used (MA TE-
RIAt.), the machine capability (MACHlNE).
and the operator (MAN). When these tech-
niques are properly applied to a specific process
and that proces i capable, then the gears manu-
factured will be of uniform quality,

How is the Process Monitor,ed?'
Data is collected on a specific characteri tic

for a specific process and then grouped in a
histogram to get lUI idea of the distribution sample.
With collected data, we can make some statisti-
cal calculations for the mean and the standard
deviation. What we find is that the disrributions
will vary in shape, spread. and location relative
to the tolerance. or any combination of'the three.

The mean is defined as the sum of a group of
numbers divided by the total number of elements
within the group. The standard deviation is
defined as the measure of di per ion ( cauer or
spread) of a set of data around its mean.

Statistical process control (SPC) techniques
are excellent tools for evaluating a machine
process. The results generated from an SPC
evaluation give a "snap hot" picture of how the
process is performing now and can be used to
predict how it wiIl perform in the future. These
results can be u edto compare the performance
of other machines or processes and can be used
to determine if a machine or process is capable of
performing a specific task.

When is a Process "In Control,"?
There are two causes of variation in any pro-

cess. They are "common" and "assignable"
causes. Common causes are random occur-
rences that are inherent tothe process. They
cannot be removed without changing the pro-
cess. Generally, they are responsible for 85 to
90% of process variations. Assignable causes
are non-random or patterned occurrences that
can be identified and eliminated.
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When conducting a capability study. material spread will fall within the specification toler- gearing conferences.
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variations within one lot of material and varia-
tions caused by one operator may be ignificant;
however. such variations are basic to the process
and not easilyeliminated, If there isno practical
way of eliminating their influence 011 the process
performance, these variations must be consid-
ered "common" variations.

"Assignable" variations may come from many
. ources. A change in either operator from shift
to shift or a material heat code lo; change during
the run are examples that can cause variation
which is external to the basic process.

A process is said to be "in control" when
the assignable causes have been eliminated.
A process in statistical control wHl be evidenced
on a control chart by the absence of points
beyond the control limits and by the absence of
non-random panern or trends within the control
limits (LCt., uci,» See Fig. I.

What is Process Capability?
When the process is brought under control by

eliminating the assignable causes, we can then
assess its capability. It is important to note that
a process "in control" mayor may not be ca-
pable. Process capability is defined by two
terms: Cp and Cpk,

Cp is the Process Capability Ratio. The Cp
ratio is defined and calculated as follows:

Cp= Specificarion Tolerance Spread/(6 x
Sigma), where Sigma is the standard deviation
of the process being examined,

Basically. the Cp index is a comparison of
the 6 Sigma spread of the distribution to the
specification tolerance. Ideally, the 6 Sigma



anee along with room to pare on each ide of the
specification limits. The Cp ratio does not ac-
count for centeri ng the process relationship 10 the
. pecification, See Fig. 2.

Cpkis the Capabihty Index .. It gives an indi-
cation of the location of the di tribution relative
to the specification limit. Cpl accounts for the
proce ss centering.

For bilateral tolerance , when both upper and
lower pecification limits are given, Cpk is cal-
culated by the following formula,

The minimum value of Cpk =
(USL - MEAN)/(3 X Sigma) or
(MEAN - LCL)I(3 X Sigma)

For unilateral tolerances when only a mini-
mum or maximum specification limit is given,
Cpk i calculated by the following formula:

Cpk = (SL - MEAN)/3 Sigma
Where: USL = Upper Specification Limit

l.SL = Lower Specification Limit
SL = Specification Limit

GIVE PROCESS DATA:
I\>\EA . = 17.5 SPECIF1· Al'lON lARGEl = 16.5

STANDARD DEVIATIO, = 1.3 l'OLERANCE = +/- 5.5
(SIGMA)

Cp CALCULA'JIONS:
PROCESS SPREAD = 6 x S.lGMA = 6 x 1.3 = 7.8
TOLERANCE SPBCIFICA nON SPREAD = UPPER SPEC. . LOWER SPEC.

22.0 11.0 11.0

J10LERANCESPECI'fICATIQN SPREAD_ ill - 1.41
Cp = PROCESS SPREAD - 7.8 -

SP CIFI AnO
TARGET ----

10-
1
-1213 14-'5u7Isi920 2d'-:!3
L I--- PROCESS SPREAD ----I '

TOLERAN E SPECI~ICATIQ SPREAD----,-----,---,------
10 1.I 12 13 14 15 I~6 17 18 19 20 :!I 22 23

Fig. 2

Cpk calculation from datu in .fig. 2:

Cpk - UPPER SPECIFICATION LIM.iT - MEAN
3 x.S.IGMA

= 22.0 • .17.5 = 1.15
3 It 1.3

M~AN = Process Average
Sigma = Standard Deviation of Process

'Generally. file minimum accepted values for
both Cp and Cpk are 1.33, which is equal to 75%
of the tolerance for a 6 Sigma analysis. The e
indices give am indication of how well the pro-
ce . is making the product according to de ign
or manufacturing specifications. Also, note that
when the mean of the process is equal to the
target value of the tolerance specification, then
Cp = Cpk. The CpkcalcuJation from data inthe
previous example is shown in Fig .. 3.

It is also important to remember that the
capability indices Cp and Cpk are based onrwo
elements: the de ign tolerance and the standard
deviation oflhe process, You can see, given the
same data, we can change the tolerance to make
the capability look better or wor e for a given
distribution. But the important element ill the
capability equation is the tandard deviation
(Sigma) of the measured distribution, and we
call not change tilat Uiii less we chan ge at least one
of the preces element .

ApplyingProce s Control -
What Should .BeDonei?

In a word or two, precess control requires
that the entire manufacturing process be ex-
amJned from the forging coming in the door
to the tlinal shlipment of the gear. Where
process capability uidies are taken on each
individual manufacturing operation to establish
capability, control charts and plan mill I be
maintained on 8. continuous basis to monitor
performance capability .. AI 0, do not forget the
assumption . made in the beginning about the
design, engineering specifications, and quality
control method employed.

AppJying Procecs 'Control. -
Where Do We Start?

One of the most meaningful and eye-opening
activities a gear manufacturer C8_n pursue is the
audit of everal lots of finished gearing. Basi-
cally, it is a comprehensive self-asse ment of
your gear manufacturing capability. Select. a
variety of gearing ba ed on pitch diameter, dia-
rnetral pitch.and quality class required. Use lot
sizes of at least. twenty-five pieces and inspect
all. criticalgear-related characteristic . Analyze
the result. using statistical methods, Now an-
swer tile following question:

I. Are allthe characteristies inspected within
prim specification?

SpecificatiQIl------ ,
Target

I
/.0·1 --------~-23

f-PROCESS SPREAD---j
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2. After statistically analyzing the dataare
the 6 Sigma values calculated less than tile
tolerance specification for that characteristic?

3. Are the data distributions centered with
respect to the specification limits? Remember,
Cp and Cpk values of 1.33 are generally the
minimum accepted numerical value.

If the answer to Questions 1, 2, and 3 are
"yes." and the calculated Cp and Cpk values are
greater than 1.33, one should feel very confident
about the quality of the overall gear manufactur-
ing operation. Probably SPC techniques to moni-
tor all manufacturing operations are already in
use and the exact performance capability of each
and every process in the plant is known.

If the answer to anyone of the questions
above is "no," there is work to be done. If the
discrepancies are few and the manufacturing
operation has a formal process control. system
in place, corrective action may not be much
more than trouble-shooting a specific process
operation. If the discrepancies are many. are
critical characteristics. and the manufacturing
operations are weak in the areas of SPC and
process controls, a great deal of work will.
need to be done,

Applymg Precess Control -
Perform Capability Studies

Knowledge of the performance capability of
a process is essential to the overall concept of
producing a quality gear. If the equipment
selected and used is sufficiently accurate to meet
quality requirements, an acceptable gear can be
expected. When the quality is marginal orunsar-
isfactory, or when the processing equipment
cannot meet the quality requieements, then the
additional costs of scrap. rework, decreased pro-
ductivity, and warranty result.

A process capability studyis a technique for
measuring that which a process is capable of
producing under normal, in-control conditions.
In a capability study, measurements of gears
produced in a run are analyzed to determine
whether or not the process is capable of produc-
ing, to specifications, a given characteristic on
succes ive part under production conditions,
Process capability is a measurement of the inher-
ent precision of a manufacturing process.

Applying Process Control -
Identifying the Process

Elements era CapabilUy Study
There are numerous combinations of manu-

facturing processes that can be used to produce
an acceptable gear. Manufacturing engineering
has the latitude to select the process to be used,
depending on the capability of the equipment
available and the available open capacity.

The results of capability studies show what
is causing the "assignable" variation and what
must be done to get it out ofthe process. Once
this variation is eliminated, true process capa-
bility results.

In most processes, a capability study will
show a large amount of initial variation. If
capability studies have not been made on the
proces previou ly, the "assignable" variation is
likely to be the greater part of the total varia-
tion .. Itis most likely the variation that gets the
hop into the most trouble, The process capa-

bility study will work to detect and reduce or
eliminate the "assignable" variation.

Table 1

I. MAN
· Training on equipment and procedures
· Work day fatigue/awarene s
· Setup skill & operating skill
· Operator and operator changes

2. MACHINE
· Quality capable
· Machine alignment
· Spindles
· Draw
· Speeds, feeds, and thermal growth
· Rigidi.ty
· Balance
· Machine maintenance & lubrication

3. MATERIAL
..Material hardenability
· Material chemistry
· Microstructure
· Hardness
· Machinability
· Material cleanliness
..Dimensional characteristic

(diameters, lengths, parallelism, runout)
· Geometrical considerations

(rims, webs, thickness, position)
4. METHODS

· Workholding equipment type & condition
· Workholding rigidity
· Coolant. type and volume
· Cutting tool quality. new & resharpened
· Cutting method

(hob, shape, bear speed. mill, broach)
· Material handling system

MARCH I APRIL 1992 2:5



EXAMPLE I
HYPOm/SPIRAL BEVEL GEAR. AND PINION SET PROCESSING

II'

PRE· TREATMENT NORMALIZE

K.W.LIU.:1~IN...l,;G...·· - PROFILE TURNING
- BROACHING
- HOLE DRILLING
- IDENTIFICATION

TOOTH CUTTING - MACHINE SETUP

GREEN TEST - CUITING SETUP
APPROVAL

- SIZE AND CONTACT
COMP~RISON TO
PRODUCTI.ON "REF'.

- INSPECTION

BURRING. CHAMFERING

HEAT TREAT - CARBURlZE AND
QUENCH

- BORE SIZE
- GEAR GEOMETRY

HARD GRINn - BORE I.D.

MATCH AND LAP
'·,R

HARDFJN~SH

, PROTECT

26 G E "FI T E.C H N 0 lOG ...

PINION

FORGING

BLANKrNG - PROFI~E TURNING
- SPLJNJNG
- GREEN GRJNDfNG
- THREADING
- mENTIHCA TION

TOOTH CUTTING - MACHINE SETUP

- CUITING SETUP
APPROVAL

- SIZE A -0. CONTACT
COMPARISON TO
PROD CTlON "REF"

-INSPECHON

BURRING, CHAMFERING

~2A~~.AT - CARBURIZE AND
QUENCH

- INDUCTION ANNEAL
- STRAIGHTENING

HARn GRINn - BEARING JOURNALS

- REdNE TOOTH SURFACES OR
ACCEPTABLE TOOTH CONTACTS
AND NOISE LEV L

- MONITOR Fm[SHlNG OPERA TJON

- PHOSPHATE COA TlNG FOR BREAK
IN, RUST PROOFING" AND
mENTIF]CAT~ON

- ASSEMB! Y LINE OR CUSTOMER



To help identify "common" and "assignable"
variations within a process, we would suggest
that every process or operation that is analyzed
be divided into four disti net categories, as shown
in Table I, and each category evaluated through
the analysis of proces elements, The four
categories are I) Man, 2) Machine, 3) Mate-
rial. and 4) Methods,

Can We Sum This Up?
The gear quality level specified by the de-

sign dictates the proces es used in your gear
manufacturing to achieve that specified gear
quality. Each process selected must be perfor-
mance-capable over the long term to assure that
the qualityi maintained from one operation to
the next. Audits of finished product must be
conducted on a regular basis.

If quality defect occur, use process capa-
bility techniques to identify and fully under-
stand the root causes of the problems and the
pay backs as ociated with fixing them. After
identifying the problems, use the Pareto prin-
ciple to determine the areas of the highest
payback. Developagear quality group, a game
plan, and start small. After several successes
are achieved, the quality group can grow ag-
gressively and take on more qualiryproblems.

Once process control techniques are em-
ployed, a gear manufacturer generally realizes
tremendous benefits. One of the spin-offs of
this type of analysisis that it will not take long
before most gear manufacturers will want to
make some fundamental changes in the manu-
facturing process to improve quality, improve
producti vity, or to implement some cost red uc-
tion projects. This comes from the thorough
understanding of the process and its present
capability.

There are many day we all struggle with
gear quality issues. They consume a great
deal of our time and effort. There can be a
great deal of frustration; but in today' s com-
petitive environment, a formal process con-
trol system in place is essential no matter
what product is manufactured, •

Presented at the AGMA 1991 Spring Gear
Manufacturing Symposium and the SME 1991'
Advanced Gear Processing Clinic. Reprinted
with permission.

EXAMPLE 2
SPURJHELICAL GEAR AND PINION PROCESSING

GIEAR OR PINION

FORGING

PRE- TREATMENT NORMALIZE

BLANKING
- PROFILE TURNING
- HOLE DRILLING, BROACHl G, SPU ING
- KEYWAY, THREADING
- IDENTIFICATION
- "GREEN" 'GRINDING

TOOTH CUTUNG
-HOBBING,SHAPERCUlTING,SHEARSPEED,

MILLING, ROLLING
- SHAVING

GEAR INSPECTION
- CUTT1NG SETUP APPROV AL
- PIN DIMENSION
- LEAD, CROWN, AND INVOLUTE FORM
- PRECISION INDEX

CHAMFER.lNG. BURRING" ETC.

HEAT TREATMENT
- CARBURIZE & QUENCH, NITRIDE,

INDUCTION HARDENING, ETC.
- INDUCTION ANNEAL
- BORE SIZE, SPLINE SIZE, ETC.
- TOOTH SIZE AND TAPER
- RUNOUT, STRAIGHTENING, ETC.

HARD GRINDING
- BORE AND FACE LOCATIONS
- BEARING DIAMETER, JOURNALS, ETC.

SllEED OR HONE
- MONITOR MANUFACTURE
- NICK AND KNOT R MOV AL

HARD PROFILE FINISHING

I CUSTOMER
- ASSEMBLY
- OUTSIDE CUSTOMER
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Gear Hardness
Technology

Michael: J. Brogne &. Danny IF.Smithl
Dudlley Technicall Gro1up, San Diego. CA

Introduction:
In a very general sense, increasing the hardness

of a steel gear increases the strength of the gear.
However, for each process there is a limit to. its
effectiveness. This article contains background
information on each of the processes covered. Tn
each section what is desi.red and what is achievable
is discussed. Typical processes are presented along
with comments on variables which affect the
result. By reviewing the capabilities and processes,
it is possible to determine the limits to each process.

Throughout this article several hardness scales
are mentioned. The abbreviations for these scales
are as follows:

BHN - Brinell hardness number
KHN - Knoop hardness number
HRC - Rockwell "C" scale

HV - Vickers hardness number
Preliminary Heat Treatment Processes

There are several heat treatments performed
during the manufacnsriug process which are in-
tended to condition the metal for manufacturing.
Since these are essential processes they will be
described briefly.

Annealing. Annealing isa process in which .11

part is heated and then slowly cooled in the furnace
to 600°F (316°C). Full annealing involves heating
to a temperature above the upper critical (A3 point).
This will result in softening the part and improving
the machinability. Intercritical annealing involves
heating the part to a temperature above the A I point.
but below the A3 point. Finally there is subcritical
annealing. which heats the part to just below the
first transformation temperature (AI).' as in temper-

Smax Pmax 'Si NI
0.45 0.050

AI'S14130 0.30 0.50 0.040 0.035 0.30 0.95 0.20
AISI4140 0.40 0.90 0.040 0.035 0.30 0.95 0.20
AISI4145 0.45 0.90 0.040 0.035 0.30 0.95 0 ..20 -

I

AISI4340 0.40 0.70 0.040 0.035 0.30 0.80 0.25 1.83
AISI8640 0.40 0.90 0.040 0.035 0.30 0.20 0.55
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ing, and low-cools it, just as in full annealing.
Subcritical annealing is often done to stabilize the
structure prior to carburizing.

Non-nalizing. Normalizing is a process which
involves heating the part to above the upper critical
as in annealing, but it. is cooled outsidethe furnace
in: till or agitated air. N onnalizing is done to relieve
residual stresses ina gear blank and fordimensional
stability. A normalized part is very machinable, bur
will be harder than if it were annealed.

Stress Relieving. Stress relieving is heating to

below the lower transformation temperature. as in
tempering, and cooling in air. This is done prima-
rily to relieve internal stresses. This process is
sometimes called process annealing.

Through Hardening
Through hardening refers to heat treatment

methods which do not produce a. case. This term
does not imply thatthe hardness is uni form through-
out the gear tooth. Since the outside of a gear is
cooled faster than the inside, there will bea gradient
in the hardness. The achievable hardness is based
on the amount of carbon in the steeL. The depth of
hardness depends on the hardenability of the steel.

For the purposes of this article, we will concen-
trate on the quench and temper process. This method
is used to obtain the final core propertie of the
material for gears which are either cased or not
cased, When this process is used to develop the
core properties for nitrided gears, itis done prior
to the nitriding cycle. When it is used to harden a
carburized gear, it is done after the gear has been
carburized ..Por gear which are not cased, the load
carrying capacity of a gear is dependent on the core
hardness of the material. (The capacity of case-
hardened gears is primarily dependent on case
hardness). It is generally accepted to use the hard-
ness value measured at the root diameter in the
center of the tooth. when making comparisons.

Depending on the Ioading the gear must handle,



'Quench time to 500of.,
,Quench .......__ s_ec_o.,..n_d_s__ -I

Effective-
nen

Noles:

1,. A structure not quenched cuuc lull martensite
will not be fixed up by tempering.St.ructure to be expected4140 43401----1-----'1----'1--------------------1 2. Material in the "F' situation could be tem-
pered to meet about 300 Brlnell minimum.
(The "as
quenched" hardness would be above' 300 HB.)

Excellent
(over 90% martensite)

A 25 BO

Reasonably good
(martensite and some other transformation prooucts)

B 80 200 3. Material in the "P' situation would probably
fall to meet Charpy V notch and ductility require-
ments normally expected for a good steel. In
addition. the fatigue strength would be poor.Less good. but may be acceptable

(martensite. bainite. pearlite. and perhaps some free ferrite)
c 200 600

,4. Poor quenching results can result Irom
things like an Improper prior structure or
the' wrong austenitizing' temperature. (A §W
quench is notthe only reason for a poor SlruC1ure.)

Poor. usually nol acceptable for high performance parts
(low in martensite. with much bainite, pearlite, and tres ferrile)

300D 1000

Very poor. usually not acceptable
(pearlite. free ferrite. some bainite, maybe some martensns)

F 800 7000

it is often necessary to increase the hardness of the
steel. According to AGMA standards, Ia gear with
a hardness of 400 BHN, which has a design life of
10 7 cycles can handle as much as 20% more load
than a gear which is hardened to 300 BHN. For
hardnesses above 400 BHN the capacity increases
with respect to pining resistance. but the capacity
decreases with respect to bending strength, which
deteriorates because the tooth becomes brittle,

Though a great deal of attention is given to the
hardness of the material, i.t is important to under-
stand that the microstructure, upon which the hard-
ness depends, is what really matters. Although in-
depth discussion of microstructure is beyond the
scope of this article. it is wonh mentioning that the
degree of martensitic structure is one of the prime
indicators of a material's quality. AGMA 2004-
B892 does a good job of identifying other micro-
structural! aspects that must 'be considered.

Unlike most gear heat treatments, through hard-
ening is a process which can be performed either
prior to or after the gear teeth are cut. The hardnes s
is achieved by heating the material to the austenitic
range (usually to about 1500-1600"F) and than
quenching and tempering. For ituarions when the
teeth are cut after the material has been hardened.
machinability becomes a consideration in deter-
mining the hardness. For the most part, conven-
tional gear cutting processes (nabbing. shaping. or
milling) are capable of cutting materials with
hardnesses of up to 400 BHN ..Though 400 BHN
is machinable, gear teeth are much easier to
machine when the hardness is lower. There will
be di tortion ifthe hardening is done after the teeth
are cut The teeth may have to be finish-machined
to achievethe required accuracy.

TIle Process. To harden a part. by this process,

the part is heated to the austenitic range, a tem-
perature that varies, depending on the carbon and
alloy content, within the range of about 1500-
1600"P (81S-870°C). In this state the steel be-
comes austenite, which is a term for the solid
solution of carbon in fcc iron.' Then the part is
rapidly quenched in oil (or sometimes water) to
transform the austenite into martensite.uf the
quench is too slow, the structure will not be fully
transformed to martensite. The resulting micro-
structure will then contain what are called tran for-
mati on products, such as ferrite, bainite, pearlite.
and cementite. The properties of hardness, tough-
ness, ductility, and strength are dependent on
the transformation products which arepresent,

The rate of cooling which must be achieved to
properly transform the steel to martensite and mini-
mize the percentage of transformation products is
dependent on the chemi try of the alloy being used.
The amount and type of alloying elements in the
steel determine its hardenability,

Hardenability is a measure of the relative depth
to which hardness i achieved for a given quench
rate and section thicknes . In other words, a mate-
rial with a high hardenability, which 1Squenched at
the same rate as a part of the same size. but with low
hardenability, will have hard material deeper.

The alloying elements which have an impact on
th.e hardenability of the steel are manganese, chro-
mium, nickel, and molybdenum. Table J is a table
showing several alloy reels which are commonly
used for through hardened gears. A material such
as AISl4140 is considered to be a low alloy teel
and has rather poor hardenabil ity. A material such
as AISI 4340 is considered to be rich alloy steel
and has much. better hardenability ..

Once the part has been quenched, it needs to be
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Table 3 - Approximate Carbon Content to Develop Maximum Hardness in
I

Carburized Case of Nickel Alloy Steels
--

!

I Carbon Content MaximumI

for Mall.

I

Rockwell C
Stee'IType Ouenchin91Cycle Hardness, % HliIf'dness

2315 DO O.BO I 63
2515 DO O..BO 62
3120 DO 0.90 65
4320 DO 0.90 67
4320 AH 0.85 66.5

Kruppb DO 0.60 61
Kruppb AH 0.60 63

4620 DO O.BO 65
4620 AH 0.85 65
4626

I DO 0.85 65
4817 DO 0.70 ,65

4817 (+0.23% erl DO 0.70 65
5 Ni,-0.25 Mo (SAE EX-1) DO 0.70 63

6620 DO 0.90 65
I 8620 RH 0.87 65

9310

I

DQ 0.80 63.5 I

9310 RH I 0.80 65 I

Carburlzed Case

tempered to reduce the brittleness and toughen the
steel, since quenched martensite is hard, but also
brittle. Tempering through hardenedparts i gener-
ally done at 400 to lOOO°F (205 to 450°C)~or a
period of one or more hour. depending on the size
of the gear. Higher tempering temperatures in-
crease the toughness, but also lower the hardness.

Limits Oil the Process. The quench and temper
process is limited only by the size of furnaces and
quench tanks available, Today, this is as large as
several meters. From a practical standpoint. the
major limitation come from the ability to
quench gears fa t enough to obtain an accept-
able microstructure. In some cases, particu-
larly w:ith lean alloy steels, it is just impossible
to quench large gears fast enough to obtain an
acceptable microstructure.

Table 2 shows tile comparison of time required
to achieve d.ifferent levels of metallurgical quality
between AfSI 4140, a leanalloy steel withpoor
hardenability, and AI;S~4340. a rich alloy steel. In
order to compare the hardenability of a material.
end quench (Jominy) values are widely used as an
indicator of a steel's hardenability,

Since the quench is so critical to the resulting
microstructure, it is necessary to verify the results
with an appropriate sample. Too often a test cou-
pon is used which is quite small as compared to the
gear's sections. The small coupon is rapidly
quenched, producing good results, wbile the cool-
ing rate in the actual part is too slow and produces
apoorresult, (and this is where it needs to be good).

Carburizing
As mentioned above, the alloying elements in .<1

steel have an effect on the hardenability of the
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material In earlier years, it was known that in-
creasing the hardness of the material increased
the strength of the gear. This relationship held
true up to a hardness of about 40 HRC At
hardnes es above this level, the material become
brittle and the gears fal led in breakage faster than
gears with lower hardnesses. The idea behind case
hardening is to keep the core of the tooth at a level
which would not be too much beyond 40 HRC,. to
avoid tooth breakage, but to harden the outer surtace,
or "case," to increase pitting resistance.

Of the methods for case hardening gears,
carburizing is the process which is most often used.
The idea behind carburizingis to start with a gear
blank which has a low amount of carbon in the base
material. and then to add carbon to the outer sur-
face. A properly carburized gear will handle be-
tween 30 and 50% more load than a through hard-
ened gear. Case hardening is done primarily to
iocrease the pi.tting resistance of tooth surface,
However, because of the residua] compre sive
stres: which is present in the case after carburizing,
there is also an increase in bending strength.

The Process. Carburized gears achieve hardness
by quenching as do through hardened gears. The
difference is that a carburized gear has an increased
amount of carbon in the surface, causing this
area to become a hard case after quenching. while
the lower carbon core reaches a lower hardness.

Carburizing steels are alloy steels with approxi-
mately 10 to 20 points of carbon .. The process
involves heating the gears to a relatively high
temperature and then rapidly quenching to obtain
the hardness. This heating and quenching will
result in distortion of the gear blank. The amount
of distortion will depend on the mass and con-
figuration of the gear and can vary from a slight
amount to so much that the gear roll tbe scrapped.
Since the hard case is relatively thin, grinding to
restore tooth accuracy may be so deep on one tooth
side that the remaining case is too thin.

Due to the propen ity to distort, it is recom-
mended to stress relieve the gear blankbefore
machining and, possibly, again one or more times
before carburizing. In really critical jobs,it may be
neces ary to put the blanks through a "mock"
carburizing cycle. A mock carburizmg cycle ex-
poses the blank to the temperatures and cycles it
will see, and the blank still remains machinable,
since no diffusion of carbon takes place.

The actual carburiz.ing i done by heating the
gear blanks to above the critical temperature and



exposing the urfaces to carbon. The carbon can be
a solid, liquid. or gas. As most carburizing is gas
earburizing, the discu sion here deals with thi
method. The carburi zing is done in a fum ace which
contains a carbon atmosphere, such as natural gas,

Above the critical temperature, the carbon dif-
fuses into the material on the surface. The amount
of carbon in the atmosphere must be controlled.
Too much will cause carbide networks to form at
the tooth tips and too little will produce shallow
case depths, particularly in the root areas. The
amount is mea ured in terms of percent and i
referred to as the carbon potential. The optimum
carbon pote.ntiaJ~which leads to the highest surface
hardness will vary, depending on the alloy being
used, Table 3 shows the carbon potentials which
give the optimum results for several alloy steel's.

When very deep cases are needed, the carbon
potential is held at a slightly higher level (up to
I.] % carbon) in an initial portion ofthe carburiz-
ing cycle to give a boo t to the diffusion.

The temperature in the furnace, the time in the
furnace, and the carbon potential are variables
which have an impact on the case depth. The alloy
content does not have an influence on carbon
diiffu ion. Fig. I is a chart showing the relation
between temperature and time and case depth.

It is possible to directly quench parts from the
carburizing temperature. This method minimizes
the distortion. but does not result in a rnicrostruc-
ture which is capable of long life (108 to 109

cycles). The case often contains excessive car-
bides and retained austenite. The core structure is
unrefined, This method is used in the automotive
field. since automotive gears rarely see more
than 108 cycles. Also, ince the production .i
high, and the facilitiesand tooling used for auto-
motive gearing are highly developed, it i5P08-

sibleto obtain acceptable results.
Applications which require a high level of ma-

terial quality are cooled and then reheated prior to
quenching, In some cases it is also necessary to
deep freeze the gears so that transformation to
martensite is complete.

Limits to the Process. When the specifica-
tions are correctly chosen by the engineer and
properly acme ved by the heat treater, a carburized
gear wiU be able to re i tpitting and also have
good bending trength, In order to achieve this
capability, three things need to be in good order:
I) The surface and core hardness need to be
correct; 2) The ca e depth needs to be deep enough

in two areas and not too deep in one other place;
and 3) the m.icrostructure needs to be good enough
for the level of loading,

I. .. Hardness. The required surface and core
hardne s should be selected ba ed on the applica-
tion. Depending on the alloy used, the hardnes
can be as high as 760 KHN (62 HRC). Long life
power gears which see high loads for omething
like 109 to 1010 cycles need to be up to abouI730
K.HN (60 HRC), and the Core hardness should be
in the range of36o. to 400 KHN (35 to 40 HRC).
Gears which are subjected to hock loading and
do not see too many cycles may be betteroffw.ith
a surface hardness which has been tempered
back: to 55 HRC in order to gain more toughness.

Once the desired hardness has been deter-
mined, the drawing or specifications need to be
specific as to what is required.' For instance when
hardness is checked on a mounted tooth sample,
it is typically checked by taking a microhardness
traverse, The microhardne s is taken either by
Knoop. a method using a 500- or lOOO-gram
load, or sometimes Vickers, using a kg load. Yet
nearly all drawings specify surface and core
hardness in values of Rockwell "C", a method
which uses a 150 kg load. For this reason. a
conversion must be made from either the Knoop
number or the Vickers number to determine
whether the part. met the specified Rockwell num-
ber. Conversion is not simply a mathematical rela-
tionship. Since the structure and cold working prop-
erties vary for different materials and hardnesses,
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Fig. 1 -Nominal time and temperature requirements for different case depths.
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The 1.50kg load used [or a Rockwell "C" check
is inappropriate to check the hardness close to the
surface or elsewhere in the case. This is because the
size of the indention made by the 150 kg load
homogenize the conditions over a large area. This
can mask local deficiencies.

Since it is appropriate to check a pa:rt with a
microhardness method, the drawing and specifi-
cations should state the hardness number terms
of a microhardness method. The equivalent
Rockwell value could also be noted on the draw-
ing for reference. An example of what is meant is
shown below:

Case Hardness: 58-62 HRC
(Poor Practice)

Case Hardness: 690-776 KHN (58-62 HRC, ref)
(Good Practice)

2. Case Depth. Fig. 2 shows the shape of a
typical carburized case. Note that the thickness at
the lip is thicker than the case at the pitch diam-
eter, while the case at the root fillet isthinner than
at the pitch diameter, Though this shape is typi-
cal, most drawings only specify one value for
ca e depth. Many drawings also fail W be clear as
to how the case depth should be determined,

The effective case depth is usually defined as the
depth of hardness to 50 HRC. Since there i room
for misunderstanding this statement, a
microhardness value similar to the one below
would al 0appearon the drawing of specification:

Effective Case Depth: Determined by 542 K.HN
cutoff point (50 HRC, ref.)

The case depth at the pitch line (and in the
dedendum just below the pitch line) is critical,
since this area is most susceptible to pitting. The
case depth should be deep enough for the case-to-

A FLANK CASE THICKNESS
8 ROOT CASE THICKNESS
C TIP CASE THICKNESS
D CORE HA'RON ESS TAKEN HERE

Fig. 2 - Carburized case pattern. Shaded area is
all 510 HV (50 HRC) or higher in hardness.
Unshaded area is less than 510 HV (50 HRC).

core interface to be deep enough to avoid cracking
due to subsurface hear stresses. The depth of case
needs to be determined by the transmitted load
and not by any relationship to the diametral pitch.
A minimum value of case depth at the pitch line
can be determined from the following relation-
ship, which is based on the Hertzian band width:

hee= s din 0t mflmg +1)

7.0 X 108 cos ub

where,

se '" maximum contact stress in the region of
106 - 107 cycles

d = pinion pitch diameter, in.
0t ;;;;;pressure angle, transverse

ub '" base helix angle
mG ;;;;;tooth ratio
For situations where the ratio is high and the

lowest point of single tooth is deep in the
dedendum, the case depth may also need to be
pecified at a point in this region.

As mentioned above, carburized gear teeth
gain in bending stress because of the residual
stress in the case. This gain can only be realized
if the case depth in the critical bending area near
the root is deep enough. A minimum value for
this case depth can. be based on the diaraetral

pitch, since the bending stress is related to the
tooth size, If the teeth are sized properly for
bending stress, then the following relationship
should be valid for effective case in the toot

he! ;;;;;O.6inormru diametral pitch
Such a value should appear on the drawing.

Many gears used today are operating at pres-
sure angles of 22.5 to 25° Also, it is very
common for designs to make the pinion "long
addendum." Though there are many advantages
to these tooth form, the drawback is that this
tends to make the top land quite narrow. To avoid
the risk of tooth tips breaking off, the maximum
ca e depth atthe tooth tip should be limited to .40
divided by the normal diamenal pitch,

Getting the case depth right at all the e points
becomes unmanageable when the teeth are very
small Twenty-pitch teeth are difficult and 28-
pitch is the practical Jimir. With extreme care,
finer pirches can be done. The difficulty in getting
the case depth right on small gears is that the
portion of dille in the carburizing cycle during
which the temperature is not stable (coming up to

temperature and cooling) is large, compared to
the overall cycle. Since the temperature is a
variable affecting carbon diffusion. it is hard to



A. TIP AND MID·FLANK HAVE GOOD CASE DEPTH.
B. ROOT FILLET AREA WITH ESSENTIAl.JLY NO CASE.

Fig. 3 - Large carburized gear teeth having
inadequate case depth in root fillet area be-
cause of heat soak back.

really know the amount of carbon entering the
case during the heating and cooling portions of
the cycle. Another variable, carbon potential,
may not be set just right. On longer cycles,
adjustments are made periodically to achieve
good results. On short cycles, there is not much
time to adjust ifthlngsare not just right in the
beginning. Because of the number of vari-
ables, there is a very high possibility that some-
thing could go wrong.

The other problem comes from heat treating
large gears. There is the obvious limitation in size
due to the physical size of carburizing retorts and
quench tanks. There is also a limitation which is
more subtle. The transformation of the material to
martensite during the quench is dependent on the
oooling rate of the steel and its hardenability.
When parts are large, it is extremely difficult 10

quench effecti vely enough to avoid heat soak back
from thegear body, Soak back can prevent critical
areas of the root from reaching the necessary
hardness. Fig. 3 shows the case of a large tooth
which suffered from heat soak. back. The case
depth at the pitch line was "as needed." A test bar
with an apprropriate diameter was used in the cycle,
The case depth at the pitch line was in good agree-
ment with the test bar; yet only a check on a tooth
sample was able to reveal the actual!problems.

3. Microstructure. Hardness alone is not enough
to determine the strength of a gear. As was hinted
above, hardness is only one of the properties that is
determined by microstructure. In genera], the mi-
crostructure is responsible for many of the impor-
tant mechanical properties of a teel,

Fig. 4 shows some examples of the microstruc-
ture in a good carburized gear, Both case and core
are relatively free of transfortnatlon products, and
the structure of the base material is essentially
tempered martensite.

Fig. 5, on the other hand, shows some undesir-
able microstructure variations. Although the case

has a background of tempered martensite, there is
a large percentage of transformation products in
the structure. The core is in much worse condition,
with the structure being almost all free ferrite and
other undesirable transformation products.

It is important to realize that microstructure
can vary from location to location within a gear.
Because of this, it is imperative that the micro-
structure, along with hardness and case depth, be
checked at several locations.

Forca e hardened gearing it is good practice
to check the case microstructure at several
places. It is recommended that this be done at
the tooth tip, mid-tooth height, and the root
fillet. These are the locations where micro-
hardness traverses are done.

As mentioned above, core structure isgener-
aUy studied near the root diameter and in the
center of a tooth.

NUriding
Nitriding, like other case hardening techniques,

has the objective of increasing surface hardness of
a given workpiece. Although nitriding is not suit-
able for all applications, it has proved to be a viable
alternative in many manufacturing situations and
deserves discussion.

Despite the factthat there are several nitriding
methods available tothe gear manufacturer, they
all share the following characteristics:

-All nitriding processes .require a source of ni-
trogen and a method of dissociating nitrogen
radicals (ions) from the source.

°All nitriding processes rely on the ability of
nitrogen to form stable nitrides with the elements
of the stock.metal,

"Alloying elements, such as aluminum, chro-
mium, vanadium, and molybdenum, in proper
amounts, will tend to enhance the success of
nitriding processes.

·AU steels are nitrided below transformation
temperatures, thus quenching is :110t required. Con-
ventional gas nitriding occurs within the tempera-
ture range of925- [050°F (495-565°C), Ionitriding
occurs within the temperate range of 660..10r75°P
(350-580°C).

-Case hardness achieved during nitriding is
dependent upon the core hardness achieved
before nitriding. This is especially true for
certain alloy steels like AIsm 4340, a typical
gear steel used for nitrided applications.

-Surface conditions, such as cleanlines ,can
have marked effects on the nitriding process.
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Fig. 4 - Desirable variations in carburized structure (case, core).

As is runted above, there are many variables that
can affect the successof the nitriding operation.

Although many reels CM benefit from nitriding ..
including stainless types, much care should be
taken when choosing a gear material, Certain steels
are more suitable for nitrided .application than oth-
ers, Nitrides fanned with various alloying elements
tend to differ in mechanical properties, and the
complexity of the iniation is uch that experience
is oftenlhe Dilly useful guide. ypicall gear steels
that are nitrided successfully are shown in Table 4.

After a good material choice has been made. pre-
nitride heat treatment is the next step to assure the
ucce .s of nitriding processes. Hardening and tem-

pering is essential for a:IIhardenable steels, andthi
relates to the dependence of case hardness on core
hardness and microstructure.

The genera] recommendation is that the steel be
treated to the condition of tempered martensite and
thai. the ternpering temperature be at least 50°F
(30°C) higher than the nitriding temperature.' Thi
helps prevent loss of hardness and decarburization,
which leads to ca e embsinlement,

Because nitriding proce ses typicallytake place
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below transformation temperatures. very little dis-
tertian occurs incompari on toothercommon case
hardening proce e. As a re ult, gears are usuaJ]y
cut to size before nitriding. Stress relieving of
machined parts i usually recommended and ur-
face cleanlines is alway required. All scale from
priorprocedure should be removed before nitrid-
ing.end all parts should be degrea ed .. Vapor
degreasing is the mo t. common method.

Of the various methods of nitriding, there are
three important proce ses to consider, The fir t two
are gas nilridirng processes. and the third proces ,
ion nitriding, is an extension of conventional gas
nitriding procedures that utili zes plasma di charge
technology. Althougheveral other methods have
been developed over the year . many have fallen
into ob ole cence due to use mullor production of
toxic chemicals, such as cyanide.

The Processes
Gas Nitridinji - Single & Double Stage Pre-

cesses. Gas nJtriding involves dissociation of a
nitrogenous ga, , such as anhydrous ammonia. to
produce nitrogen ions which coo diffuse into jh

. urfaee of the workpiece, The e ion ,in rum. form
complex nitride .as affected reel surface . thereby
increa mg urtaee bardne . The proce s can be
accomplished in one or two stage .

A typical single stage process goes as follows:
L Hardening and tempering and machining of

gear blank in various orders.
2. Stress relieving of machined gear.
3. Cleaning of machined gear and other urface

preparation if necessary, Other surface preparation
C3_n include roughing of finish-machined surfaces
and mashing of surfaces that are not to be nitrided,

4. Insert gear in nitriding furnace. bring to. nitrid-
ing temperature and nitride.

S. Coo.ling cycle.
6. Removal of masking and optional final

machining proces . depending on white layer
requirements.

The gas nitridecycle lime will vary depend-
ing on cycle parameters, such as flow rare, pres-
ure, temperature. required case depth, andre-

quired ca e hardness.
Typical single stage gas nitriding proce ses take

place at temperamre between 925-975°F (495-
52-SOC). The ammonia will dissociate upon.contact
with the hot tee I urtace and recommended di 0-

elation rate for the single tage proees are be-
tween 15 and 30%. Thi process produce a brittle
nitride compound layer at the case surface, and it



residual- tresspattern, For these reasons, control of
the white layer is a concern when nitriding gears.

The double stage ga .nitriding process has the
ad antage of producing le s white layer than the
single tage process. It is also a more efficient
process. The double stage process uses two nitrid-
ing cycles with the first being imilar to the single
tage process, except for duration. Normally the

gear i first ni trided at a 151030% di SliOC iat ion rate
for 4 to 12 hours. The econd stage of nitriding
then takes place at a temperature equal to or
greater than the first stage, but with a dissociation
rate of 80 to 85%. To get this di sociarion rate an
external di oeiaror i required. Some typical
double tage cycles and achieved case hardnesses
and depths are shown in Table 5.

Ionitriding. louitriding, as mentioned above, is
an exten ion of conventional gas nitriding which
uses the method of plasma discharge physics to
deliver nitrogen ions to' the workpiece surface.
The general method involves use ofhigll voltage
electric energy in a vacuum vessel containing
nitrogen gas. The mechani m which cracks the
nitrogen gas into monatomic nitrogen ions i
similar to that which takes place in a fluorescent
lamp. Electrical connections charge the workpiece CORE

and the nitriding ve sel so that the workpiece
becomes a cathode, and the vacuum vessel 00-

is termed the "white layer" because it etches out
white in a micrograph. Typical thicknesses of the
white layer are below .00 I" (.025mrn).

Because the white layer is a brittle structure, it
is often required that it thickne s be minimized.

Although one can grind the brittle white layer
off after the nitriding process, this is a costly
operation that is not always practical. There is no
guarantee that grinding will be uniform (espe-
cially in the root fillet region) and. if it is, that the
case will be uniform at different location. on the
gear tooth ..A tooth that has required hardnes and
ca e depth at the 0.1[). will not always have the
required hardness andcase depth at the form diam-
eter or other locations. Grinding of a uniform
amount of stock can lead to imbalance of the

comes an anode. Electrons accelerating towards
the anode impact with the diatomic nitrogen gas
and dis ociate the ga into nitrogen ions, These
ions, in tum, accelerate towards the cathode and
since the cathode is the workpiece, the nitrogen
ions actually impinge upon the workpiece.

limits on the Proce s..The primary advantage
that nitriding ha over other case hardening tech-

niques that involve quenching processes is the
mall comparative distortion of treated parts, Ge-

ometry and tolerances of certain gears make ni-
triding 'the only viable case hardening alternative.
Ring gears and other gearing that have thin-walled
sections that would distort too much during a
quenching process are often nitrided, In addition,
nitriding is used sometimes when the size of a gear
makes quench di rortion and the subsequent grind.
ing problems unacceptable.

Reproducibility of the nitriding process is an-
other advantage it has over other common ca e
hardening methods. Given parts of identical ge-
ometry and similar metallurgical quality and u -
ing identical nitriding cycles, case depth. ca e
hardness. and case composition will be compa-
rable. [1'1 addition, parts between batches will
distort in exactly the arne way. This mean that
machining can be biased before nitriding to com-
pen ale for expected di tortions.

Ionitriding rates are better in both amount of
distortion and reproducibility than conventional
gas nitriding. Much of this has to do with the degree
to which each of theseprocesses can be controlled.
Conventional gas nitriding, though a very control-
lable process, doe' not lend itself as well to pro-

II C,o;SE

ABOUT
0..10·
DEEP
(.25mm)

FRE'E FERRITE

Fig. 5 • Undesirable carburized structure (case, core)



Table 4 - Common Nitriding Gear Steels

St.eel C Mn Si C, AI Mo Ni
-

I Nitralloy 135M 0.41 0.55 0.30 1.60 1.00 0.35
I Nitralloy N 0.23 0.55 0.30 1.15 1.00 0.25 3.00

AISI4340 0.40 0.70 0.30 0.80 0.25 1.83

AISI4140 0.40 0.90 0.30 0.95 0.20
I 31 CrMoV 9 0.30 0.55 0.30 2.50 0.20
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cess control. One example of this is the fact that
the thickness and composition of the compound
(white) layer can be successfully and repeatedly
controlled whenionirridlng. One even has tbeoption
of requiring no white layer. As controversy exists
over whether the brittle compound layer is an initia-
lion site for cracking, this is an attractive option.

Of the disadvantages of the nitriding process,
the main one is that it takes much longer than:other
common case hardening techniques. The diffu-
sion rate being exponentially dependent on tem-
perature, nitriding takes place much slower than
typical case carburizing or induction hardening
procedures. The unpleasant side effect of this
time dependence is that practical nitrided case
depths are shallower than other case depths.
Fig. 6 is a chart showing typical nominal gas
nlrriding times for different case depths.

Other disadvantages include the dependence

A. Flank case thickness
B. Hoot case thickness
C. No case at center, top land
D. Core hardness taken here

A

B

Fig. 7 - Induction hardened case pattern by the
scanning method of tooth heating, I
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on and sensitivity of the achievable case hard-
ness to the metallurgy of the base material, and
the tendency of nitrided cases to be less ductile
than other cases. Lower case hardnesses and less
ductility, in general, result in lower allowable
stresses for nitrided gears.

Carbonitriding (Gaseous). Carbonitriding as a
process is related to both carburizing and nitriding.
Typically carried out within the temperature range
of 1550 to 16500P (845-900°C), earbonitriding
utilizes temperatures above transformation tem-
peratures, Diffusion of carbon from a carbon-
aceous atmosphere is part of the process as well.
However, like nitriding, diffusion of nitrogen is also
involved. This is usually accomplished by addition
of anhydrous ammonia to the carbon atmosphere,

The advantages of this process are related to
the fact that it is essentially a compromise be-
tween the two parent processes. Taking place at
lower temperatures than straight carburizing, the
process has reduced distortion. Having a more
favorable diffusion rate, the process produces a
case faster than straight nitriding,

Carbonitriding is used for small gears with
finer pitches than could be controllably carburized.

Induction Hardening. Induction hardening is a
heat treating process which uses alternating cur-
rent to heat the surfaces ofa gear tooth. The area
is then quenched resulting in an increase in
hardness ofthe heated area. The hardness pattern
which is achieved varies, depending on the type
and shape of the inductor. An inductor which is
circumferential will harden the teeth from the
tips downward. While this pattern may be ac-
ceptable for splines and some gearing, heavily
loaded gears need a hardness pattern which is
more like a carburizedcase. This type of induc-
tion hardening is known as contour hardening. A
typical case for a contour induction hardened
tooth is shown in Fig. 7. ALsoshown in this figure
are the three critical places to check the case on
an induction hardened part The discussion in
this section deals with gears which are hardened
by this method.

Since the area below the surface remains cool,
it acts as a fixture minimizing distortion, In
order to achieve high surface hardness, an induc-
tion hardening material usually has from 40 to
50 points of carbon. The resulting surface hard-
ness is generally 53 to 58 HRC. The core hard-
ness is developed by quenching and tempering
the blank prior to the induction hardening.



Table 5 - Typical Double Stage Gas Nitriding Cycles

Effective
Case Depth

(Re50)Steel Cycle
Maximum Minimum Surface

White, l.ayer Hardness Core Hardness

Rc 49-54 Rc 27·35

.01S"Nitra.lloy 135M 110 hr@9.75°F
28% diss.

150 hr @ 1026QF
I 84%diss.

Nitralloy N 1.110 hr@ 975°F
28%d;ss,
SOhr@ 975°F
84% dlss,

,014"

10 hr @ '975°F
28% dlss,
50 hr @ 9'75°F
84% diss.

AISI4140 .025"
etched

10. Ihr @975°F
28% diss.
50 Ihr @975°F
84% diss.

AISI4340 .025"
etched

By heatingthe outside layers the material tries
to. expand while being restrained by the inner
material. As this Iayercools, there is an increase in
volume due to the increased hardness. The result,
if properly done, i an outer ca e with residual
compressive stre s at the surface. The case-core
interface is a critical area on induction hardened
gears. Ifnot, properly done, this area is susceptible
to cracking, In thi region, there are high residual
, tres es due to drastic differences of the case and
core tructures and the fact that the transition
occurs in a very short distance, (See Fig, 8.)

Induction hardening is done primarily to in-
crease the pining resistance of a gear, Though the
load carrying capacity of induction hardened
gearing i not as high as the best carburized
gears, it is still quite high. And, in addition, this
process does have some advantages overcarbur-
[zing. such as less distortion on particularly thin-
rimmed internal gears,

The Process. Through hardening materials are
u ed for induction hardened gears. The same
comments on hardne and hardenability as were
made in the through hardening section apply here.
Simply put, the amount of carbon in the material
determines the achievable hardness and the alloy
content determine the hardenahility. This leads
to the same conclusion reached in the through
hardening section; that is, if high surface hardness
and a deep ca e are required.a rich alloy steel with
an adequate carbon content is needed.

As with through hardening, the teeth can be cut
either prior to or after the quench and temper cycle
which develops the core properties,

When a gear is carburized, il is said to go through

,0007"

,0007"

.0007"

.0007"

Rc 62-65 Rc 32-36

Rc62-65 Rc38·44

Ac 48-53 !Rc 27-35

one complete heattreat cycle, while a gear which
isinduction hardened is said to go through a
number of heat treat cycles equal to three times the
nu rnber of teeth. The inductor scans one tooth slot
at a time and. because the heat treating conditions
are different at the tooth end. than ill the middle,
il can be said that three heat treatments occur per
tooth, One heat treatment occurs a the inductor
enters the tooth slot, one occurs across the middle
of the slot, and athirdas the inductor pa ses off the
tooth. Therefore, the more teeth there are, the
greater the complexity of the job.

The case depth isa function of the power and
speed of the inductor travel It is difficult to verify
the case depth on an induction hardened part with-
out sectioning an actualpart, Checking on the end
is not practicalbecau e the ca e depth on the tooth
end is u uaUy not as deep as in the center area to

prevent heat damage on the ends.
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G~EAIR'GE~NERATIN'G TOO'l.S
12 Pitch. FineI' HO'BS ALI. BORE SIZES

TAU ..VOLUTE PVD GOLD
Titanium-Nitride Coated Hobs & Cutters

,A -:.....'....l rp t range <1.dl,.1!\I/ 1" 111 ,t J Jo\,

It is usually nece sary to. grind induction hard-
ened gears after hardening to restore the required
accuracy ..

Limits to the Process. Induction hardening be-
comes attractive as a process when the gears start to
get large enough thai carburizing becomes diffi-
cult; that is, when either the mass of the gear makes
an effective quench impo sible, or the shape of the
part is such that the overall distortion is untenable.
The teeth also.need to be about 1O-pitch or larger in
order for an inductor to. fit in the tooth slot.

Induction hardened teeth generally need more
case than do carburized gears which are subject to
identical loads. In order for a gear to resist pitting.
the strength of the materia] in the case needs to
exceed the sires .which it ees, The shape of a curve
of subsurface shear stress as plotted against depth is
similar to the hardness-versus-depth plot ofa car-
burized case. This means if the carburizing is done
properly, the level of subsurface shear drops off
faster than the material hardness. The drastic drop
off of material strength on an induction hardened
tooth may resu It in a drop off in hardness ahead of
a drop off of tress. As mentioned, this area is
subject to cracking. The results would be drastic.
To avoid these problems, a deeper case is then
specified. (See Fig, 8.)

Summary and. Conclusions
Heat treating is a subject of great complexity

and depth, and an in-depth discussion of all pro-
cesses in current use is beyond the scope of this
article. The general points covered are as follows:

A. Complete Line of

Standard Invo'lute
Special Forlms

Sp'line & Serratiion
Multiple Thread

Shank Type

-There is a wide variety of heat treatment pro ..
cessesavail able because there is a correspondingly
large number of specialized needs.

-Often choosing the proper heat treatment re-
quires assessing all the trade-offs.

-Sometimes, only one process win satisfy a par-
ticuiar application.

-The gear designer and, manufacturer need to be
cognizant of when a heat treatment is appropriate
and when it is not. Understanding the capabilities
and shortcomings of the common processes is
necessary for such judgments.

Often the higher cost of a better materia], better
process, and a little bit of research can be su bstan-
lially offset by savings in rejected parts and extra
manufacturing steps .• 1

Aeknowledgement: Presented at the AGMA 1991 Fail Tech-
nical Meeting ... J 99], AGMA. Reprinted with permission,
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BIG REASONS
I

the New Dudley's
Gear Handbo,ok

Belongs on Your Desk.
(IPllusen ,8th YOUI MalY Like IEYen M,ore.)

815i pages OJ 647 mils.

'1. A Mew .Approach to, 'Gear Geometry ..
The new Dudley's gives you the latest methods for generating conjugate gear moth
surfaces, determining tooth surfaces generated by cutting, avoiding tooth undercutting,
simulating meshing and contact, and synthesizing gearing with improved criteria.

#2 ..State·oMhe·al1: Cover.age of Gear T,o'leranc:es ..
DlIdlry's advi e you of current' NSI, G\'lA. DIN, and other standardized tolerances
-including the tolerance effect of function, fabrication, and cost-for ali types of
gears and applications, Plus new developments in measuring transmission errors.

#3. ACampiete ILookat the llatest. ~ar Mate'rials.
i\ full chapter lets you instantly access the properties, processing treatment, and
applications of the most widely used steels, cast irons, bronzes, zincs, aluminum alloys,
phenolic laminates, and plastics=-includingrecently developed techniques for vacuum,
ion, and plasmacarburizing.

#4 ..,An Expanded Ilnt.ernational IPe,rspedlve on Gear Load IRating.

But perhaps the best reason to put the new Dudley's to work is
that you -can 'try it ab olmely FREE. Just return the Order Coupon ...
or call toll-free 1-800-2-MCGRAW anytime, day or night.

For 30 years Dudley's has been tbe source for designing gears,
planning tooling for gear jobs, analyzing gear failures, picking the
best gear manufacturing process-for finding fast, dependable
answers to most any gear question or problem.

Now that the new Second Edition has arrived, you'll find there's
rarely a reason to u e anything else.

Here' the easy way to understand and cnrnpare the larest rating method used by
AGMA, DIN, and I 0 to rate gear capacity under most stresses-presenting factors
that can serve as, reliable guidelines for successful design.

W:S.Critic.all Mew Coverage of Gear Vibr:ation and 'Noise •
.Dudley's now demonstrates how to detect, analyze, and solve
vibration and rroi e problem that can compromise even the best
designs-a-whether they're still in prototype or already in the field.

j6" Enhanc:edTecl1l'lJques for 'Gear Lubrication,
Knowwhen to choose splash or oil jet lubrication. estimate
cooling requirements and flash temperature, determine proper
EHL film thickness, recognize and predict gear failure due to
wear, micro- and macropirting, scuffing, and scoring, and select
the right lubricant for the right job.

11. TIle li.atest Tlfends andiTools In 'Gear 'C,lrttlng.
Take advantage of the :fullrange of technologies for gear
broaching and Shear-Speed gear cutting plus high-speed C 'C
hobbing with Til coated hobs and hard gear finishing with CBN,

DYES! Rush me my 15-Day Free Trial copy of
DudIty's ,Gear.HmuIDook, eeond Edition (01790 -4)
and bill me 875.00 plus local tax, postage, and handling.
If after 1# days ]'m not complerely ati Bed I rna,'
return the book and owe nothing.
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.Prep.ym .•nt required 00 .LI orde .. '0 PO Boo oddJeHCO, ,C""'II ,--
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.AsAmerican as

It's true. ou r Consumer] nformat ion
Catalog is filled with booklets that
can an wer the questions American
consumers ask most.

To satisfy every appetite. the Con-
sumer Information Center puts to-
gether this helpful Catalog quar-
terly containing more than 200 fed-
eral publications you call order. It's
free. and so are almost half of the
booklets it lists on subjects like nu-
trition, money management. health,
and federal benefits.

So gel a lice of American opportu-
, nity. Write today for your Free

Catalog:

Consumer Information Center
Department AI'
Pueblo, Colorado 8 ]009

Put an end to the potential perits of subjective gear
testing inherent in traditional analog-ty-pe instruments.

IRetrofityour existing doub'le-flank roHi.nggear tester with
a Hommel Z-2000 computerlrecorder. Or upgrad'e to an
entirely new gear testing system with the Hommel 8305.

Either way, you get the quantitative analysis
and' complete documentation you need to do the
job right.

Write to Hommel America, 30 Peter Court.
New Britain, CT 06051. Or call (203) 827-8500.
FAX: (203) 223-2979. World Class MeasurementTechnology

A THYSSEN Company
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UNIT

I ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
I * DustCorlectors
* CNC Controls
* Autoload/unload
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SYST,EM'
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in Seconds
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One Cyde
* IDIDD Oeburring

James Engineering" 4732 Pearl Street .. Bou/der.;. CO 80301 .. (303) 444-6337" Fax (303) 444-6561
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Our Experts Discuss Hobbing
Ridges, Crooked Gear Teeth,

and Crown Shaving
QuesUon: When cutting worm gears
witb multiple lead stock. bobs we find
the surface is "ridged" ..What can be
done to eliminate this appearance or
is it unavoldable?

Bill Janninck replies: We examined
the sample worm gear you submitted as
an example of the ridging problem ..To
illustrate it we show a scale graphical
diagram of the gear tooth flank in Fig.
1. The lines on the flank. show the

ridges or high points on the profile
surface representing a surplus of mate-

rOOTH IFLA_NK
WITH !RIDGES

Rg:.·~ Sk'lltcb of ridges onlDDth flank:.

rial. [1'1 the gear cutting trade the flats
causing this are called generating flats
and are similar to facets. The e flats are
a function of the number of flutes in the
worm gear hob used in cutting the gear
by the infeed process. In this process
changes in feed or speed have no effect
on the flats, as the hob and gear are
locked together by the machine gear-
ing. Unless the flutes in the hob are
changed, these flats are unavoidable.

In the nabbing process all parts cut,
whether gears, splines, sprockets, ser-
rations, etc., are formed by generating
flats on the profile. Normally on finish-
cut parts, the flats must be narrow
enough to be inconspicuous and not
cause a physical problem, This is easily
accomplished using single-start or
larger diameter hobs with more flutes.

We do not know the specific require-
ments for your gearing. but in most

Address your Igearing 'question
to olJlr panel of experts. W!rite
to them care 'at Shop Floor.
Gea'r Techno,logy, IP.iQ. Box
1426. Elk Grav,e Villiagle, IL.

eliminates the ridges. Your current hob: 60009, ,orcalU o,ur editorial stan
could probably be usedin this mode. :

Is this an expensive way to go? Yes! : at (708.t 43,7-6604.

cases, if the flats are visible there may:
be a problem, both in smoothness of :
roll and in surface durability. On softer :
bronzes some ridging can be accepted :
with the peaks. being smoothed down :
plastically in operation with the mating :
worm. But on the harder bronzes or :
with.iron-based material s, slllehas yours, :
tittle ridging is tolerable.

Can one eliminate this appearance? :
Yes! The most direct and be t way to do :
this is to use the tangential method of:
bobbing wonn gears. Fig. 2 shows a :
comparison of infeed and tangential :
feed bobbing. The latter requires. a spe- :
cial capability in the bobber which ad- :
vances the hob axially at a rate which :

The infeed process is tiUlhe fastest
way of cutting worm gears, and if one
does not have a tangential hobber, there
may not be much choice.

So let us ask another question. Could
we improve the ridging using the infeed
process? Yes! In your case thegear has
23 teeth and the hob has 4 start . There
are no common divisor in 4 and 23 so
we have what is called a pnme or-hunt-
ing ratio. (If the numbers were 4 and 24,
the ratio would be even or non-prime.)

TA-'NGEHTLAL FHD----t~ HOB; •rvm...
Fig.2 lllo:mparison of linfeed! and' IIInganlial'eed hobINng

Willliiam L.J!ann!inck
does gearand tool design alld
consulting. He has been in·
volved with' gears and gear
manufacturing for 45 )lear •
40 of them wilh Illinois Tool
·1TW. Inc .. He isth« author of
numerous articles 011. gear·
related topics.

Don McVittiie
is President of Gear
engineers. inc .. Seattle.
WA. He is a past president
of AlGMA and ChaimulII of
the U.S. Technical Advisory
Group for Intemtuianal
Gear Standards. HI! Is a
licensed professional
engineer ill tile State of
Washingtoll.
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With hob makers the usual rule is to : can refer to involute or cycloidal form, : with a hub on one side. The material
make the flutes prime to the number of: but is more apparent on the latter. : is #8620, with no pre-machining heat
hob starts when the gear teeth and hob: This problem is not unique to the: treatment under our control (rna-
starts are prime. In yourcase the hob : Gauthier machine, but is possible on all : chined as purchased) ..These are spur
should have 9 flutes, which geometri- :
cally produce about 13 flats. We sus- :
pect your present hob has 10 flutes,
and it will produce some 7 flats as was
seen on the sample. Ten flutes in the
hob with 4 starts have a common fac-
tor of 2, so one-half of the hob teeth:

bobbers, The results are more obvious : gears. The lot slze is 20 pieces, run
on small numbers of teeth and with the: once a month. They are quenched in
finer pitches. : open baskets, hub side down - no

There are several possible conrrib- : racking or controlled loading .. Heat
uting factors which can be investigated.:trealment is in-bouse. Distortion is a
They include: : .015 to.030 "potato chip" measured

• Hob wobble ..Hob wobble, which: on side of bl.ank. There is heat treat
will always track through the same: is a specific type of rollout, can cause: distortiononthelargergear.Wewish
path. reducing the possible flats gen- : the hob teeth that finish-form that part : to' correcttbts with crown shaving.
erated by half. With 9 flutes there is no : [0 come into the cut out of proper posi- : Should the shaving be done on the
hob tooth tracking, and every tooth in : lion, and can cause an unsymmetrical : larger or the smaller gear?
the generating zone can cut a flat form to be cut. The hob spindle can be: Don McVlllie replies: The pinion is

A single-thread hob is always prime, : checked for runout from end to end as a : usually crown shaved, because it is
so all of the hob teeth available within: possible source for wobble. A bent: smaller and because wide face solid
the generating zone can cut. Hence, :
worm gears cut with single star hobs :
seldom have a problem.

SHOPFLOOR
Different rules for fluting are used:

for infeed and tangential feed hobs be-
cause of different. geometrical needs,
and the rules must sometimes be modi-
fied to suit available space for flutes in
the hob blank.

The generating flat problem occurs :
more with low numbers of gear teeth, :
with higher numbers of hob starts, with:
lower pressure angles, and with higher :
hob lead angles. There are some parts :
with even ratios, such as the 4 and 24 :

spindle can be the cause of your trouble. : pinions tend to distort in an "hour-
But it is more important that the hob : glass" form. The barrel-shaped crown
itself be checked! while fully damped : that results from shaving tends to dis-
down in. the machine. The cantilever: tort back to a more cylindrical form
arbor used in some fine pitch. bobbers is : during heat treatment.
easily sprung if'the nutface is not square. : In many shops, shaving is cheaper

·Hob accuracy ..If the hob itself has: than finish hobbing, improves fin:ish,
been poorly formed or if the hob has been : and makes a more accurate part. In that
badly sharpened, the resulting errors can : case, either orboth gears can be crowned
be directly transferred to the work. : during the shaving operation.

«The machine condition. All macbine Parts can also be tapered to compen-
parts are subject to wear or possible: sateforconicaMistortioIlorshaftbend-
damage during routine use. In a gear : ing deflection. Crowning is also used to
hobber, the heart ofthe gear machine is : compensate for mounting problems, like
the index drive worm and gear, and: variations in shaft alignment dae to
these have to examined particularly : tolerance on bore locations and paral-
closely. If too much backlash 0]' loose- : lelism, The book, Modern Methods of

mentioned above, where only tangen- : ness exists, the part being cut can be : Gear Ma.nufacture, is no longer "mod-
rial hobbing can do the job. There is : randomly moving out of proper track, : em", but it's still agood practical refer-
definitely a place and need for tangen- : causing malformed teeth. Visual and :ence on gear shaving. The AGMA Gear
tial feed hobbing. mechanical inspection of the entire: Symposium to be held in Indianapolis
Question: We use a Gauthier hobber: machine, including the gears, bearings, ; on April. 5·6 will also have discussions
for cutting gears. What could beca.us-: and ways, should be done. : on both shaving and heat treatment.
ing us to get crooked teeth on the :
parts cut?

Bill Janninck replies: It has been many :
years since [ have heard anyone men- :
tion the Gauthier hobber. I believe it is :
of Swiss origin and is usually used to :
cut small gears of fine diametral pitch.

U uallya complaint of crooked teeth :
refers 10 what is seen in the plane of the :
profile. This crookedness, which some :
call lopsided or unsymmetrical teeth,
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To address questions to Mr. Jan-: The amount of crown is critical,
ninck, circle Reader Service No. 78. : since too much total crow n inthe pair of
Question: We have a gear of the fol- : gears will concentrate the contact into a
lowing dimensions: .28 teeth, 6 D.P.• : narrow area of the face and lead to
200 P..A., Pitch Diameter, 4.,666. It : premature pitting failure . A reason-
runs against a bun gear with the foE- : able rule of thumb is "ItO more than
lowing dimensions: 67 teeth, 6 D.P., : .0003 to .0005" of crown per inch of
20oP ..A.•pitchdiiameterll.166 ..These : face". (The tolerance is necessary to
gears are carburized to 3. miniimum : control shaving cost) In other words, if
hardness of 58:RC. The case depth is : only one member were crowned, the
.040~.045"'.The parts are solid disks : tooth thickness of a two-inch face width



gear would be .oon to .0020 les at the
ends than in the center of the face.

This limits the amount of di tortion
which can be compensated by crown-
ing. If'the part distorts irregularly, if the
distortion is more than .0003" per inch,
or if the distortion varies much between
parts, crowning won't be able to com-
pensate enough to give good contact
between the gear teeth. in that case
distortion must be reduced by better
heat treating practice or by a post-heat-
treatment. machining operation. Even
post-heat-treatment grinding or hard
cutting can have problems with badly
distorted parts becauseofexcessi ve stock
removal on some teeth. Grinding steps
in the root, shallow case depth, and
excessive grinding time ace examples
of these difficulties.

The most likely areas for process
improvement to reduce distortion are:

'Uniform pre-machining heat treat-
ment and stress relief of the parts, so
that the carburizing process doesn't act
as a stress relief,

-Control of part loading and rack-
ing to assure uniform heati ng and cool-
ing of all parts in each load. Each part
ill the rack should ee the same heating
and cooling rates. Crowded parts will
be more likely to distort, ince the
quenchant can't flow uniformly be-
tween them.

'Slow, uniform heating, so that the
thin sections of each part don't heat
much faster than the thick sections.

.Slow, uniform, quenchant circula-
tion. Dead spots in the quench medium
win cause differential cooling, pro-
moting distortion. Use the slowest
quench which will give the required
root hardness and microstructure.

-Par: orientation during the quench
to promote symmetrical cooling. Stem
pi 11 ionsusually quench better wi th their
axes vertical, but some gears eem to do
better with their axeshorizontal.

It takes some experimentation to get
the right recipe for each part. •

TO'address questions to Mr; Me Vittie.
circle Reader Service No. 79.

'. Measures up to
360,000 Indexes

• Maximum Gea!r
Diameter -6"

• Helix Ang;le
0-900

'. Diametral Pilch
1-40

Optional:
Capa!billilies 10
check gears. up
to 12()"
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ADViEAliQAIAL

CNC Gear Grinding
Machines -

with 11CNC J\XI ~S
BHS-HOFLER INTRODUCES ilTS FULLY AUTOMATIC

one GEAIR GRIINIDING MAOHliNES

Since the first BHS-HOFLER gear grind-
ing machinewasdelisered inJanuary 1968,
the company bas earned a reputation
world-wide as a manufacturer who builds
gear grinding machines of second to none
accuracy, efficiency and reliability BHS-
HOFLER has maintained this reputation
over the years by continuously striving to
improve every aspect of machine perform-
ance and quality in order to supply its cus-
tomers with the best possible gear grinding
machines in modern technology.

DRS-HOFLER is very excited about intro-
ducing the newest members of the BHS-
HOFLER gear grinding machine family:
the NOVA-CNC featuring II CNC axes.
This machine series is ideal for grinding
spur and helical involute gears. from a
minimum root diameter of 0..4" to a maxi-
mum outer diamter of 36". A maximum
face width of 20.,8" and a maximum D.P. of
1.4He likewise within the operating range
of these highly flexible and accurate ma-
chines. A grinding accuracy to AGMA 14is
guaranteed.

Three NOVA-eNC models are available:
NOVA-CNC-40o. for gear diameters up to
16",.NOVA-CNC-650 for gear diameters
up to 26" and NOVA~CNC-9o.o.for gear
diameters up to 36".

Down time is reduced to an absolute
minimum through theexdusive BHS-
HOFLER pallet loading system. Gears are
damped with pallet on the setup station
outside of the gear grinding machine while
it is in operation. During the time that one
workpiece is being ground. the operator
can true-up the next gear and prepare it for
loading. When the previous workpiece is
finished it is lifted with its pallet off the
machine table and placed temporarily on a
parking station. The trued-up gear can now
be lifted with its pallet from the setup
station and loaded onto the grinder. Once
in place, the workpiece and pallet are
damped into position on the worktable
to an accuracy of ± 1 micrometer
(± 0.0.0.0040")..Grinding can start immedi-
ately and the next workpiece can be trued-
up on the setup station.

If you would like to know more about these
and/or other BHS-HDFLER products.
please contact them at one of the following
addresses at your first convenience:

II01ilJlli
BHS·HOFLER Corp.
ao, Box 127
Sky Manor Road
Pittstown, NJ 08867
Tel.: (908) 996·6922
Fax: (908) 996-6977

BHS-HOFLER
Maschinenbau GmbH
p. O. Box 0452
D-7505 Ettlingen 7.Germany
Tel.: OU49-7243-9910
Fax: 01149-7243-99165
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com-
_.Ueasy

Wblll on nearly any
pind.ing machine, usually
in less than a day.

:ore_. nemy any
form in conventional or
CBN grinding wheels.

EASY TO USEDURABLE
Totally sealed and air
purged, the FORMASTER
is well suited to production
environments.

Straightforward two axis
programming can be
learned quickly by
production personnel. P.C.
software is also available
for generating involute
gear profile programs.

Made in U.S.A. Patent No. 4,559.919

Normae, Incorporated ~ Nonnac, Incorporated
P.O. Box 69· Arden, NC 28704 ~ P.O. Box 207· Northville, MI48167

Phone (704) 684-1002· Fax (704) 684-1384 NORMAC. INC. Phone (313) 349-2644· Fax (313) 349-1440
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SERVICE

SAVE 20%
ON GlAR COSTS

The size and weight of gear sets can
now be reduced 20to 50% bV switching
to the new Zero Transmission Error{ZTE)
gearing, the first toothed gearing that
has,no signif,icant ,dynamic increment,
ZTE spur involute gear sets have much 1

greater power density than conventional
helical gears and no, si,gnificant whine
or rabil!e at any speed or alny load.
Specify the' best, because it is also the
least expensive,

Axicon Gear Company
P.O. Box 91122

Berkeley,. CA 94709'
(510) 843-8300

CIRCLE, A·23 on READER REPLV CARD

GEAR INSPECTIION
REPAIR, REBUILD, UPDATE

We can help solve your gear
inspection problems with experi-
enced, factory trained personnel.
We certify, repair and rebuild
Illitron lead, involute, tooth space
and redlincr instruments. We also
have new chart recorders, amplifiers
and spare parts for ITW and
Fellows. Save big - ~eep certified!

'PHONE 708371-2496
F,AX 108 317-2546

,A Gea~&a~u~~~ul~eC~Q P.o. Box 7155
1..- Elgin, !IL 60121

CIRCLE A·26 on IREADER REPL V CARD'

G ~'J'''R h_eartS1J . esearc .
Institute

An Institute of ASME and AGMA

.' Cooperative Pre-Competitive ReseardJ I

Current Programs: Aerospace, Vehicle and i

Industrial. Worm II

• Multi-Cllent Topical Research

.•Individual Client Research
Rating Reviews, Testing (Gears, Contact

Fatigue, Bending fatigue, Wear), Problem
Solving, Etc.

• Membership
Bloc Fund Programs, Corporate, Individuals

A NOIl,·Profit ActivIty in Support of U.S.
Gear Producers. Write or Call for

Information. Memberships A vEI!iJable..
1,944 University Lane Lisle, IL 60532
7081241-0660 FAX 708/241-0662

IGEARTOOTIH'
I ORINDING SERVI:CIES

I

.' Production and Prototype Ouantities
.• ' Specialists in Gear Tooth Grinding

I • Able to match delivery to your needs
• Gear Tooth Grinding Capacity to 27.5

inch pitch diameters

• All services to AGMA standards

CERTI'FI!ED GEAR IINSPECfII()NI

PH.D-GEAR CDIMPAINIY, I'NC .
.23 Dick IRoad

IDepew,INY 1!4043
Phone (7116)684·3811

fax (n6) 684-77117
Sales Raps. Wanted

CIRCLE .A·24 on READER iRE,PLV CARD

Ground Gear
Specialists

• Reishauer AZ300Egear
grinders

• ' Manufacturing spur, helical,
and pump gears

• To AGMA Glass 15 with
crOWning

• Nital etch inspection
• Charting available

CIRCLE ,11..·25on READERREPI.Y C.ARD

941lMilitary Rd., Buffalo. NY 14217
'Phone: (716) 874·31'31 fax: (716) 874·9003

CIRC!LE ,11..·27on READER REPLV CARD

, SPIRAL
BEVEL

GEARS

• Range up to 16 mod- 850 mm dia .
• Machine whh special large spindle bore 8'
• Small batch quantity
• Early delivery
• Angular spiral bevels
.' Formate cu1ting of large diameter gears for

prototype
" Redesign of spiral systems available
• Maintenance requirement can be made Irorn

your samples
• Can make drawing 'from sample

CA'UFORNIA BEVEL GEARS, INC.
16&1 Mabury Road

San JOSe. CA 95133
408·258-721'2

fax 408-258-7335
Sales reps wanted

CIRCL,E ,11.·28on READER :REPLY CARD'

Rates: Line Classified - per inch - $200. Classified Display - per inch (3" min.) lX·$l60, 3X-$150, 6X-$1, 40. Type will be set to advertiser' layout
or Gear Technology will set type at no extra charge.
Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or Visa/Mastercard/American Express number and expiration date 'to: Gear
Technology, P.D.Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, 11... ,60009. Agency Commission: No agency commission on classifieds. Materials Deadline: Ads
must be received 'by the 25th of the month. two months prior 10 publication. Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject clas ified
ad vertisernents at his, discretion.
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SERVICE

FELLOWS GEAR, ME.ASUIRING
INVOLUTE -ILI~AlD -INDEX· COMPOSIT!E

A.IRCRAFT QUAUTY IREBIlILDI!NG
J 00% Satisfact ion Guaranteed

Accu racy and Operation

COMPLETE FIELD SERVICE
• Calibration and Certification

II • Instrument Evaluation, Repair, and Transport. !I'Certificalion to MIL-STD. Traceable to N.I.S.T.

I NEW!
I

..... Thermal Writing System for
- Fellows #4FPRL Red Liner
.....' Economical Rebuild and Redesign
, for your Fellows 12 RL & 24 RL
'..... Gear Composite Computer Analysis

System
CAll iUS TODAY FOR MORE INFIlRMATHIN

Profile Engineering Inc.
100 Ri ver SHeet

Springfield, VT 05156
802-885-91.76

Fax 802-885-3745

CIRCiLE A·29 on READER: REPLY CARD

rNl NORMENT &lMJ ASSOCIATES" INC.
Serving Metalworking and Capital

Goods Industries
N&A offers a team of professionals with
years of experience in government rela-
tions, international issues, economics,
marketing and mechanical engineering.
N&A provides services in:

• Government relations for issues manage-
ment and access to programs and services

• International trade and corporate
development

• Technologies to improve international
competiri veness

• Market analyses (domestic and interna-
tional)

Rick Norment, President
Norment & Associates, Inc,
7297 Lee Highway, Suite N

Falls Church, VA 22042
Phone: 703-532~FM: 703-241-5603
CIRCLE A·32 011 REA~DE'R REPLY CARD

Mention this ad and get 500 Documents
filmed FREE with 2,000 documents

filmed at our regular low price.
Good for New Accounts 00])1.

SAVE TIME, SPACE
and

MONEY
with your paperwork/storage

Let us convert your files 10 microfilm.

veNA Microfilming Services
3524 W. Belmont Ave.

Chicago, lL 60618
veNA is a not-fur-profit facility helping

the mentally disabled adult.

509-1122

HEAT TREATING

American Metal Treating Company
1043 East 62nd Street
Cleveland, OH 44103

l216) 431-4492
Fax: (216)431-1508

COMPUTER AIDS

IContour' Induction
H,ardeniing Speciallists

Spur, helical and bevel ge'srs
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 4 NATCO submerged
process machines and 3 AJAX
CNC-controlled ,gear scanning
machines. We can also 100110
meet any production need.
Write lor a free brochure .

GEAR SOFTWARE FOR PC's
"GEAR MANUFACTURING
· Change gear selection
· Gear cates: overpin, span, mare
· Reverse engineering. hob-to-gear
· Full form grinding software

CIRCLE. .A-JO on R!EAOER REPiLV CARD

" GEAR GEOMETRY
· Mating farm generation: racks,
worms, gears an parallel or
crossed axes-exact 3D math

.Form modif.ications on gear teeth
· Compatible with most CAD systems

* GRAPHICS
Screen graphics: zoom, pan, more

· Plotter graphics

SOFTWA_RE ENGilNEERING SERVICE
- 2801 Ridge Avenue

Roc kford, IL 61103

FAX/Phone 18151963-1760

CIRCLE .0.-31 on READER. REPLV CARD

HELP WANTED
D.Il:SIGN ENGINEER: 550,000. Helical and Spur
PROCESS ENGINEER: $55,000.
SR, PRODUCT ASSURANCE/QUALITY
ENGINEER: S52,O(Xt Aircraft Gears
MANUFACTURING MANAGER: $75,000. Aircraft
Gears or Precision Machining,
Ann Hunsucker, Excel Associates
P.O. 80. 520. Cordova, TN 38018-0520
(901) 757-9600 FAX (901) 754-2896

SALES
REPRESENTATION

A large, prestigious UK based ,
Company designing and manu-
facturing gears and transmissions
mainly for specialist vehicle
markets is looking to expand
sales in the USA.

If you or your Company wishes
to represent such an organization
and has a successful record and the
right contacts, send full details to:
Box NT
P.O. Box. 1426
Gear Technology
Elk Greve, IL 60009

! MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
(GEAR SPECIALIST)

Los Angeles

We are a manufacturer of large gears used
in marine. oil and heavy industry.

The candidate mllSl have excellent. general
knowledge of large gears and gear boxes.
This varied job requires experience in manu-
facturing planning, general turning/machin-
ing and gear hobbing/shaving.

A P.l.!!.i will be experience in assembly
work in gearing, trouble-shooting and field
serv ice of gear boxes, and some supervision
of staff.

Fax resume to Dawn Haggerty at (213)
605-0721 or mail to 2600 E. Imperial Hwy.,
P.O. Box 700, Lynwood, CA 90262.

()EFAliLTU) STlI()ENT L(HN'?
You may be eligible 10 pay back a guaranteed
student loan (FISL, GSL, Stafford, SLS, or PLUS
loan), without penalty or collection charges. For
more information. call the guarantee agency that
holds your loan, or call the U.S. Department of
Education toll-free at: (800) 333-rNFO.

To advertise iin Gear TechnologiV
call (708)!437! ..!6604

i

j
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HIGH NOON
;:- WESTERN COLLECTIBLES;,

Bought & Sold:
'* Bridles'* Buckles'* Clothing'* Bits'* Books

'* Belts
*: Bolos
.. Chaps
*: Spurs
'* Saddles

(2UI.202-9010 by appointment
(213) 202-1340 (fax)

CIRCLE A-1:9 on READER REPLY CARD

~m

.,J7t"'Ae'lJlSALU, INC.&/ ';3461 Jndustfilll Pai'll. D.nve
FaM'IJng:t.Of1 HIIIIIL MI48;].3i!o

313/ .. 74-8200 FAX J1310474«118

..'.. ..-II1II1 ............
~ aIII1. .-...PIIIII_ ...
.. ~·IHI'-..,CI I1111_-...,,...... .......... .......,.
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CALENDAR
------ ---

MARCH 9-12
National. Computer Graphics Associa-
tion CAD & Engineering Workstations
'92 Conference and Exhibition. Ana-
heim Convention Center, Anaheim, CA.
Displays on CAD/CAM/CAE, product
data management, solid modeling, rapid
prototyping, and other engineering ap-
plications. Contact NCGA (703) 698-
9600 or (800) 22S-NCGA.
MARCH 17·18
5MB's Bevel Gear Processing & Manu-
facturing Clinic. Livonia (Detroit), ML
Contact: Mike Traicoff, SME Head-
quarters, (313) 27]-1500 x 596 or FAX
(313) 271-2861.
APRIL 5·7
AGMA Gear Manufacturing Sympo-
sium. Airport Holiday Inn, Indianapo-
lis, IN. Presentations on CNC Gear
Shaping, Die Quenching, Heat Treat-
ing, Spiral Bevel Gears, Hobbing Fun-
damentals, and other subjects. Contact
AGMA Headquarters: (703) 684-0211
or FAX (703) 684-0242.
APRIL 7·9
Engineering Society of Detroit's Inter-
national Programmable Controls-Eorr-
ference & Exposition. Cobo Confer-
ence/Exposition Center. Detroit, MI.
IPC is devoted to flexible automation
and plant floor control. Contact: Tom
Madeja, ESD Conferences, (313) 995-
4440 or FAX (313) 663-7835.
APRIL 13-16
ASME-sponsored. CIME/design Com-
puter- Integrated Manufacturing and En-
gineering Design Exposition and Con-
ference. Cobo Conference/Exposition
Center, Detroit, ML Conference and
show devoted to CAD/CAM/CAE/
CIM. CaU: Sharon Price, (800) 451-
1196 or FAX (203) 666-4782.
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Adwnced controls, greater power and
wriable-speed drives yield lmponam gains in
p,roducti.vity ..... as weIll as qualily, control,
and Oexibility. Whether you elect to buy a
new GFF or retrofit your GCU - conserving
me highly-stable, C.shaped machine body-
the advanced model design, pr~vi:des:
INmEAjlEO P,RODUmYilTY:
REDUCED smr~upTIME. The 'GFF is
equipped with variable-speed C ervo
motors that drmnatIcalJy reduce set-upume
(vs change gears and sfugle-speed motors)
for the cutter bead speed, taMe infeed,and
shaving table speeds~ The addition of

The ,fiFF givesy:ou next-gener,ati'o,n hlgb
output ,and accuracy - neu; ,0,1" retrofitted
from your mode" GCU.

oplional qUick-ohange tooling and hydrauli,c
culterclamping significantly reduce change-
overtime.
OPnMlZS8'evCLE-TIMES,. With the
,Hexibilily designed into. the GFf, you can now
select the exact speeds and feeds (even
choose different setting for shave and dwell
,- - - -es---) '(0 b ={ balance an, geome .....t, - d. Ipass. . _e5 _._ . p. ."1 an
tool life censideranons.
AUTOMA..TI(, PIN SI,ZE '(OMPBNSATION.
The machine control can accept pan
Inspeclion data via a standard RS-232 serial
poti!. 8ased on this dam, the control can
lIu!omalically compensate !he upfeed stroke
in 0..000.1 increments for varlancesin the
parts' pm size,

05'E OF IOPERATION:
MENU PROGRAMMING.
• Menu-style programming screens.

• Easy-ta-use, user-prompt menus.
KEUNG-IN INFORMA.'I10N.
• Eqllipped with Allen Bradley's state-

of:the-m Model (lLe·5.
• Man Ma.cb.ineIoteface.
• CRT'screen controL

P,emJits opena.tor to:
• Select cutter RPM and ,diagonal shaving

ta.ble feed.I. View displays, such. as the crossed axis
setting of the cunerhead ..

• AI! modes of operation - conventional,.
plunge, diagonal and underpass ~ are
easily programmed through lite control.

~-~~-~,

NationalBroach" Machin:e Co..

GREATER IFLEXIIBIUTY:
VARlABlE-SP.BED DR1V8 •.
• A:Ccutter head motor speeds from 50 to

500 RPM..
.1ACservo motor for '!he diagonal shaving

taJ~lefeed.
• ACservo motor upfeed .004 IPM to 12 IPM.
IENHAN(IE:DQUAUn CONTROL:
MORE RESPONSIVE, MOVliMENT:
• Vertical ways surfaced wilh a refton"·

based compound, to reduce fiiction and
CI1SlIre more responsive and smooth
operation ofthe table upfeed ..

• A pneumatic counter balance system
Improves sensitivity of the table upfeed
ballscrew, and increases its service life.

THERMAL GROwm (OMPENSA.TION.
• Three thennlstor feedback devioes

conlinually adjust the upfeed drive.
A(CURA'm MONITOR1NG..1A .W7 -bU, high-llesolulion absolute position

encoder provides accurate monitoring or
the crossedaxes setting of the cutter head.

PRE(ISE (ONTKOL OF TABLE TRAVERSE.
• Ptedsinn ballscrew and recirculating

nutl plu enceder, offers greater control
of thetahle stroke accuracy.

,GEARING THE IJ'ORlJ)' FOR TOMORROIJ'

CIRCLE A.-3,on IREADER REPLY 'CARD
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